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1.1 Top two rows: Four different activities performed by humans; talk-
ing, queuing, using computer and cooking ordered in clock-wise direc-
tion. These activities are best described by the interaction between
people or person and objects. Bottom row: If a person is seen in
isolation (i.e., without considering objects or the other persons he/she
is interacting with, that is, without considering the surrounding con-
text) an activity cannot be characterized appropriately (see the last
row). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
1.2 Tracking multiple targets with a moving platform is an important
problem in many applications, such as activity recognition, robotics,
and autonomous vehicle, wherein understanding individual motion
is critical. In chapter II, I introduce our novel algorithm that is
capable of tracking multiple people in 3D space with a single moving
camera. The left and right figures show the estimated trajectories
of individuals (colored bounding boxes and lines) as well as camera
motion (visible cone and dotted line) in image and 3D space (top
view), respectively. Different colors represent different identities of
people. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
1.3 Frames extracted from the dataset on collective activities introduced
in chapter III. I propose a new concept crowd context to recognize
collective activities that include crossing, waiting, queuing, talking,
dancing, and jogging. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
vii
1.4 In chapter IV, I introduce a new algorithmic model that can rea-
son about target trajectories and activities of people in multiple level
of resolutions in a joint fashion. The relationship between variables
characterizing target trajectories as well as activities at different lev-
els (atomic activities, pair-wise interactions and collective activities)
is encoded into a coherent energy-based model. I show that estimat-
ing the variables in a joint fashion is critical to a better understanding
of activities as well as individual trajectories, rather than estimating
them in isolation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
1.5 Typical examples of indoor images. The type of a scene provides a
useful contextual cue to regularize presence of an object: sofas often
appear in living rooms but not in bed rooms. The location of objects
in a space is strongly constrained by the geometric structure of the
space; e.g., a bed cannot appear inside a wall. Also, objects often co-
appear in a characteristic 3D spatial configuration; e.g., side tables at
the side of a bed and a coffee table between two sofas. Learning such
interactions among objects, space and scene is critical to robustly
understand a configuration of images. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
2.1 Typical examples of outdoor and indoor tracking scenarios. Cor-
respondences between video frames are difficult to compute due to
camera motion and multiple dynamic subjects. People are difficult
to detect due to occlusions and limited field of view. Indoor envi-
ronments are especially challenging as people tend to adopt various
types of poses (standing, leaning, sitting, etc). We aim at providing
a general framework for tracking multiple people in a wide variety of
difficult situations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
2.2 Given sensor inputs (i.e. images) It over time, the goals of this work
are 1) to track targets to obtain their trajectories, {Zit}, in a world
coordinate system, and 2) to estimate the camera’s motion, Θt. Sta-
tionary geometric features from the scene, {Gjt}, are used to guide
the camera parameter estimation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
2.3 System overview. Given an input sequence, our system outputs tra-
jectories for both targets and the camera’s motion in 3D world coor-
dinates. By employing a diverse set of observation cues to generate
detection hypotheses and an observation model, our system adapts
to various scenarios in a principled manner. RJ-MCMC Particle Fil-
tering efficiently samples the set of possible trajectories, allowing for
online use. Note that the system is versatile enough to cope with
either monocular camera data or RGB-D sensor data. . . . . . . . . 21
viii
2.4 Left: HOG (Dalal and Triggs (2005)) positive detections. Right:
the corresponding confidence maps for each candidate window size
(measured by the bounding box heights). Each target projected into
the image plane corresponds to one (x, y, scale) position in the cor-
responding confidence map. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
2.5 The shape vector is computed from the top half of the depth image
bounding box. A binary vector of the person’s head and shoulder
area is compared to a template using the Hamming distance. . . . . 28
2.6 Left: the interactions between people are modelled by pairwise po-
tentials, linking their positions and velocities in the motion model.
Middle and Right: the potential functions for repulsion and group
interaction, respectively, over different distances (x-axis) and veloci-
ties (y-axis) in the jet color map. Function gradients are shown as red
arrows. The repulsion model pushes people apart, while the group
motion enforces similar velocity. The potentials were generated with
cr = 2, sg = 3, tg = 1, cg = 10. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
2.7 FPPI vs miss-rate curves for the sequences Left: ETH-Linthescher,
Seq2 and Right: ETH-Bahnhof, Seq3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
2.8 The camera trajectories (long dark-blue lines) estimated from the se-
quences ETH-Linthescher (left) and ETH-Bahnhof (right). Targets’
trajectories (short multi-color lines) are also shown for illustration
purposes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47
2.9 Qualitative examples of tracking and camera estimation on the ETH
datasets, ETH-Linthescher and ETH-Bahnhof. Each set of track-
ing examples is shown in two rows: the target trajectory and de-
tection overlaid on the image (top) and a top-down projection onto
the ground plane (bottom). Each target’s trajectory is shown in a
distinct color. In the top-down view, the V-shaped line indicates the
camera’s field of view, and the tail behind the V is the camera cen-
ter’s location over time. Notice the long target paths which indicate
stable tracking. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
ix
2.10 Top row: results on the Kinect office dataset. Bottom row: results
on the Kinect mobile dataset. (a) Baseline comparison versus the
Deformable Parts Model (DPM) (Felzenszwalb et al. (2010); Ferrari
et al. (2008)). Our system outperforms both the full- and the upper-
body DPMs. (b) System analysis where contributions of each obser-
vation cue are visualized with different plots. The ‘Full’ observation
includes all components. The other curves show the results obtained
by removing specific components (such as the face detector). No-
tice that the depth mask is the most important cue, followed by the
HOG detectors. The other components’ contributions are situation-
dependent and on average they appear less important. (c) Log Aver-
age Miss Rate (LAMR) over different distance thresholds. Detections
were considered true positives if they were within 30cm in height and
the distance threshold in depth from the ground truth. Results are
shown for all the data, and also broken down for two distance ranges:
near (detections larger than 60 pixels in height) and far (smaller than
60 pixels). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
2.11 Quantitative evaluation of camera localization. The mean and stan-
dard deviation of the error in each camera parameter estimation over
different time spans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
2.12 Examples of tracking results. First row: results on the Kinect office
dataset. Second row: results on the Kinect mobile dataset. Detections
are shown as boxes in images, and dots projected onto the ground
plane in the top-down view. Each color is a person. Note that our
system detects people in various poses, truncated by the image, and
despite the severe occlusions between people that are common in
indoor environments. The last row shows examples of challenging
scenes where the people appear beyond the Kinect’s range or under
extreme lighting conditions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54
2.13 Each row represents the 6 estimated camera parameters over time
for selected sequences. Our method reliably estimates the camera in
most cases, but can fail if there are no features (e.g. camera faces a
featureless wall for time frames 1000 ∼ 1500 in the last sequence.) . 55
3.1 Spatio-Temporal Local Descriptor. (a) Space around anchor person
(blue) is divided into multiple bins. The pose of the anchor person
(blue arrow) locks the “orientation” of the descriptor which induces
the location of the reference bin “1”. (b) Example of STL descriptor -
the descriptor is a histogram capturing people and pose distribution
in space and time around the anchor person. (c) Classification of
STL descriptor is achieved by decomposing the histogram in different
levels along the temporal axis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
x
3.2 STL counts the number of people in each spatio-temporal and pose
bins that are divided by a hand defined parameters (left). On the
other hand, the RSTV learns what spatial bins are useful (shown as
a trapezoid-like volume) in order to discriminate different collective
activities and discards the regions (shown as empty regions) that are
not helpful for such discrimination task (middle). A random spatio-
temporal volume (feature) is specified by a number of parameters
(right). Pose and velocity are omitted from the illustration. . . . . . 65
3.3 Example of learned RSTV regions. (a) & (b) illustrate a set of RSTV
regions learned automatically by a single tree. Each colour indicates
different pose of neighbouring individuals (up - red, down - blue and
right - green). Each RSTV is oriented such that the anchor is facing
in the upward z direction. Hence (a) indicates that while waiting, an
anchor is surrounded on the left and right by people facing the same
direction. RSTV in (b) illustrates that during talking the anchor and
neighbour face each other and are in very close proximity. Note that
each RSTV needs only capture some coherent portion of evidence
since there exist many trees in the RF. x and z have units of meters
while time is measured in frames. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
3.4 Graphical representation for the proposed MRF over collective ac-
tivity variables y. yjti models the activity of a person in one time
slice (hidden variable), xjti represents the trajectories associated to
an anchor person. If two people are close enough (≤ 2 meter away),
the spatial edges are inserted to inject spatial coherency. For every
person, temporal edges are constructed between nearby nodes. . . . 70
3.5 The confusion tables using RSTV with MRF regularization on the
dataset with 5 activities (a) and 6 activities (b). . . . . . . . . . . . 72
3.6 Classification accuracy by RSTV using different number of trees. As
the number of trees increases, the classification accuracy also im-
proves and converges at around 60 trees. The 5-category dataset is
used in this experiment. Vertical bars measure the standard deviation
around the average classification accuracy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
xi
3.7 Example results on the 6-category dataset using RSTV with MRF.
Top 3 rows show examples of good classification and bottom row
shows examples of false classification. The labels X (magenta), S
(blue), Q (cyan), T (orange), D (red), J (green) and NA (white)
indicate crossing, waiting, queuing, talking, dancing, jogging and not
assigned, respectively. When there is insufficient evidence to perform
classification, the NA label is displayed. The misclassified results
indicate that miss classifications mostly occur between classes with
similar structure. This figure is best viewed in color. . . . . . . . . . 74
4.1 In this chapter, we aim at jointly and robustly tracking multiple
targets and recognizing the activities that such targets are perform-
ing. (a): The collective activity “gathering” is characterized as a
collection of interactions (such as “approaching”) between individu-
als. Each interaction is described by pairs of atomic activities (e.g.
“facing-right” and “facing-left”). Each atomic activity is associated
with a spatial-temporal trajectory (tracklet τ). We advocate that
high level activity understanding helps obtain more stable target tra-
jectories. Likewise, robust trajectories enable more accurate activity
understanding. (b): The hierarchical relationship between atomic
activities (A), interactions (I), and collective activity (C) in one time
stamp is shown as a factor graph. Squares and circles represent the
potential functions and variables, respectively. Observations are the
tracklets associated with each individual along with their appearance
properties Oi as well as crowd context descriptor Oc (Sec.4.2.1). (c):
A collective activity at each time stamp is represented as a collection
of interactions within a temporal window. Interaction is correlated
with a pair of atomic activities within specified temporal window
(Sec.4.2.2). Non-shaded nodes are associated with variables that need
to be estimated and shaded nodes are associated with observations. 76
4.2 (a): Each interaction is represented by a number of atomic activities
that are characterized by an action and pose label. For example,
with interaction I = standing-in-a-row, it is likely to observe two
people with both p = facing-left and a = standing-still, whereas it
is less likely that one person has p = facing-left and the other p =
facing-right. (b): Collective activity C is represented as a collection
of interactions I. For example, with C = talking collective activity,
it is likely to observe the interaction I34 = facing-each-other, and I23
= standing-side-by-side. The consistency of C, I12, I23, I34 generates
a high value for Ψ(C, I). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
xii
4.3 The tracklet association problem is formulated as a min-cost flow
network (Zhang et al. (2008); Pirsiavash et al. (2011)). The network
graph is composed of two components: tracklets τ and path propos-
als p. In addition to these two, we incorporate interaction potential
to add robustness in tracklet association. In this example, the inter-
action “standing-in-a-row” helps reinforce the association between
tracklets τ1 and τ3 and penalizes the association between τ1 and τ4. 85
4.4 (a) and (b) shows the confusion table for collective activity using
baseline method (SVM response for C) and proposed method on the
collective activity dataset, respectively. (c) and (d) compare the two
methods on newly proposed dataset. In both cases, our full model
improves the accuracy significantly over the baseline method. The
numbers on top of each table show mean-per-class and overall accu-
racies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93
4.5 Anecdotal results on different types of collective activities. In each
image, we show the collective activity estimated by our method. In-
teractions between people are denoted by the dotted line that con-
nects each pair of people. To make the visualization more clear, we
only show interactions that are not labeled as NA (no interaction).
Anecdotal results on the collective activity dataset and the newly pro-
posed dataset are shown on the top and bottom rows, respectively.
Our method automatically discovers the interactions occurring within
each collective activity; e.g. walking-side-by-side (denoted as WS)
occurs with crossing or walking, whereas standing-side-by-side (SS)
occurs with waiting. See text for the definition of other acronyms. . 95
4.6 The discovered interaction standing-side-by-side (denoted as SS) helps
to keep the identity of tracked individuals after an occlusion. Notice
the complexity of the association problem in this example. Due to the
proximity of the targets and similarity in color, the Match method
(b) fails to keep the identity of targets. However, our method (a)
finds the correct match despite the challenges. The input tracklets
are shown as a solid box and associated paths are shown in dotted box. 97
5.1 Our unified model combines object detection, layout estimation and
scene classification. A single input image (a) is described by a scene
model (b), with the scene type and layout at the root, and objects
as leaves. The middle nodes are latent 3D Geometric Phrases, such
as (c), describing the 3D relationships among objects (d). Scene
understanding means finding the correct parse graph, producing a
final labeling (e) of the objects in 3D (bounding cubes), the object
groups (dashed white lines), the room layout, and the scene type. . 100
xiii
5.2 Two possible parse graph hypotheses for an image - on the left an
incomplete interpretation (where no 3DGP is used) and on the right
complete interpretation (where a 3DGP is used). The root node
S describes the scene type s1, s3 (bedroom or livingroom) and lay-
out hypothesis l3, l5 (red lines), while other white and skyblue round
nodes represent objects and 3DGPs, respectively. The square nodes
(o1, ..., o10) are detection hypotheses obtained by object detectors
such as Felzenszwalb et al. (2010) (black boxes). Weak detection hy-
potheses (dashed boxes) may not be properly identified in isolation
(left). A 3DGP, such that indicated by the skyblue node, can help
transfer contextual information from the left sofa (strong detections
denoted by solid boxes) to the right sofa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104
5.3 Bottom-up: Candidate objects VT and 3DGP nodes VI are vetted
by measuring spatial regularity. Red, green and blue boxes indicate
sofas, tables and chairs. Black boxes are candidate 3DGP nodes.
Top-down: the Markov chain is defined by 3 RJ-MCMC moves on
the parse graph Gk. Given Gk, a new G
′ is proposed via one move and
acceptance to become Gk+1 is decided using the Metropolis-Hasting
rule. Moves are shown in the bottom-right subfigures. Red and white
dotted boxes are new and removed hypotheses, respectively. . . . . . 112
5.4 Examples of learned 3DGPs. The object class (in color) and the po-
sition and orientation of each object is shown. Note that our learning
algorithm learns spatially meaningful structures without supervision. 115
5.5 Precision-recall curves for DPMs (Felzenszwalb et al. (2010)) (red),
our model without 3DGP (green) and with 3DGP using M1 (black)
and M2 (blue) marginalization. Average Precision (AP) of each
method is reported in Table.5.3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118
5.6 2D and 3D (top-view) visualization of the results using our 3DGP
model. Camera view point is shown as an arrow. This figure is best
shown in color. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
5.7 Example results. First row: the baseline layout estimator (Hedau
et al. (2009)). Second row: our model without 3DGPs. Third row:
our model with 3DGPs. Layout estimation is largely improved using
the object-layout interaction. Notices that the 3DGP helps to detect
challenging objects (severely occluded, intra-class variation, etc.) by
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ABSTRACT




Understanding human motions and activities in images and videos is an important
problem in many application domains, including surveillance, robotics, video index-
ing, and sports analysis. Although much progress has been made in classifying single
person’s activities in simple videos, little efforts have been made toward the interpre-
tation of behaviors of multiple people in natural videos. In this thesis, I will present
my research endeavor toward the understanding of behaviors of multiple people in
natural images and videos. I identify four major challenges in this problem: i) iden-
tifying individual properties of people in videos, ii) modeling and recognizing the
behavior of multiple people, iii) understanding human activities in multiple levels of
resolutions and iv) learning characteristic patterns of interactions between people or
people and surrounding environment. I discuss how we solve these challenging prob-
lems using various computer vision and machine learning technologies. I conclude




Activities performed by humans, for the most part, have an underlying purpose
that characterizes the way individuals interact with other humans (inter-human) or
surrounding objects (human-object) (Fig.1.1). When people want to communicate
with others, they stand or sit close to each other, looking at each other’s faces, and
speak. This characterizes the activity of talking. On the other hand, when a person
plans to prepare a food, he or she may stand in front of a kitchen countertop, holding
a knife at hand, and cutting up ingredients. This characterizes the activity of cooking.
Such inter-person or person-object interactions are ubiquitously observed in various
types of human activities, and thus understanding the patterns of such interactions
is vital in discovering the underlying purpose of human activities in visual media.
Specifically, analyzing the interactions enables the identification of activities that
are inherently ambiguous when individuals are considered in isolation (I call these
activities complex, as opposed to the simple activities that can be well defined by the
properties of an individual in isolation, such as running or punching). Just looking
at the single individuals below, it is very hard to tell whether the person is cooking
or using a computer (Fig.1.1) or if they are in a queue or they are talking (Fig.1.1);
they all appear to be in a similar posture and appearance. However, the contextual
information from interactions can provide critical information to tell whether the
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person is cooking or the people are standing in a queue.
Recognizing complex activities in visual media (images and videos) is valuable in
numerous video surveillance scenarios wherein it is imperative to track individuals
and to interpret and describe their behavior in various degrees of semantic resolution.
Moreover, modeling complex activities plays a critical role in related research areas
such as robotics and autonomous navigation, as well as in applications where the
content in large video repositories must be indexed, searched and organized. Also,
the tasks of sports analysis and psychological examinations can be greatly eased with
the use of a visual human activity recognition system. Further, it can provide tools
for analyzing and studying typical or anomalous spatial-temporal collective behaviors
in biology (insects, animals) or biomedicine (cells) and help construct an ontology of
human or animal complex behaviors.
Although significant improvement has been made in recognizing simple activities
thanks to the advancement of local image features in computer vision (Dollar et al.
(2005); Laptev and Lindeberg (2003); Niebles et al. (2008); Liu et al. (2011a)), the
problem of recognizing complex activities is far from being solved due to several crit-
ical challenges. The same human activities are often revealed in a very different form
(intra-class variation). The number of participating people varies and the appear-
ance or posture of an individual person can greatly differ over different instances of
the same activity, e.g., two people standing and talking or three people talking while
sitting on chairs. Also, the variable viewpoint of the visual media often make the
activity recognition even more challenging (viewpoint variation). Humans appear-
ance and the configuration of people and the surrounding environment can appear
in a very different way, depending on the viewpoint. Accurately estimating the un-
derlying individual properties and the structure of interaction in different viewpoints
is very challenging. Also, typically a scene contains many visual elements that are
irrelevant to the activities performed by people (scene clutter), such as a computer
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Figure 1.1: Top two rows: Four different activities performed by humans; talk-
ing, queuing, using computer and cooking ordered in clock-wise direction.
These activities are best described by the interaction between people or
person and objects. Bottom row: If a person is seen in isolation (i.e.,
without considering objects or the other persons he/she is interacting
with, that is, without considering the surrounding context) an activity
cannot be characterized appropriately (see the last row).
beside a person talking to others, an outlier person who is not participating in a group
activity, etc. Finally, variations in image capturing processes, such as camera motion,
illumination changes and so forth, make it hard to identify the properties of humans
and complex activities, e.g., whether there is a person or not when the scene is dark,
whether a person or the camera is moving, etc.
In order to cope with these challenges and effectively recognize complex human
activities, it is important to have 1) an accurate estimation of basic individual proper-
ties to model interactions and underlying activities; 2) a proper and invariant abstract
representation to encode the inter-person or human-object interactions; 3) a robust
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and coherent model that allows one to reason about complex human activities at
different levels of resolution, and 4) an algorithmic tool to learn important types of
interaction from a set of visual data.
In this thesis, my goal is to design algorithmic tools for understanding complex
human activities in images and videos. To achieve this goal, I divide the whole
problem into four different parts. In chapter II, I discuss our method for estimating
3D trajectories of multiple targets from moving cameras. As the key contribution, I
propose a coherent probabilistic model and algorithm that can estimate the motion of
the camera and all targets jointly. Chapter III discusses the framework for recognizing
collective activities based on the novel crowd context concept, which encodes the
semantic relationship between people using the trajectories obtained by the method
described in chapter II. In chapter IV, I present the unified framework for tracking
multiple targets and recognizing activities. The framework seamlessly combines the
target tracking and activity recognition problems presented in chapters II and III. In
chapter V, I propose a new algorithmic model that can discover a discriminative set
of interactions between objects, between objects and a space, and between objects
and a scene from training data to aid in indoor scene understanding, given a single
image. Although the model is not tested for finding the interaction between humans
and objects or the surrounding environment, it can be naturally extended to learn
such interactions. Finally, in chapter VI, I conclude the thesis with discussions of my
observations in these lines of research and possible future research directions.
1.1 Themes
The following themes appear commonly throughout most chapters.
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1.1.1 Contextual Model for Visual Recognition
In various visual recognition tasks, contextual relationships play an important role
in robustly understanding the visual properties of images and videos (Oliva and Tor-
ralba (2007); Hoiem et al. (2008)). Such contextual relationships can appear in various
forms in different recognition tasks. For example, knowing the geometric structure
of the scene provides strong constraints on possible locations of objects in images,
and activities performed by people are strongly governed by the spatial configuration
of objects and people. In this thesis, I propose various mathematical models that
can leverage useful contextual relationships to better understand visual properties of
images and videos. In chapter II, I propose a probabilistic model that can leverage
the geometric context to better estimate camera parameters and localize targets in
3D space. Also, I find that reasoning about contextual relationship among people
(interactions) is highly beneficial to obtain a robust estimation of targets’ trajecto-
ries. Chapter III discusses models for encoding contextual relationships among people
to recognize collective activities. I also show that reasoning about the relationship
among trajectories, individual activities, pairwise interactions, and collective activity
provides better recognition of all than if they are investigated in isolation (chapter
IV). Finally, in chapter V, I propose a coherent model that can discover the con-
textual relationship between objects, space and scene type to estimate the geometric
and semantic properties of an image.
1.1.2 Joint Inference Algorithm
Many visual recognition problems require an efficient inference algorithm to find
the optimal solution in a high dimensional space. Especially when we deal with
the models encoding complex contextual relationships among many variables, it is
critical to have an efficient algorithm to find mutually consistent representations of
the scene. In this thesis, I investigate a variety of inference algorithms to solve complex
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vision problems in an efficient way. In chapter II, I propose a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) particle filtering algorithm to find multiple targets’ trajectories in 3D
space, as well as camera parameters in a joint fashion. I show that the algorithm is
capable of efficiently generating a robust and consistent estimation of all variables. A
novel iterative algorithm is proposed to solve the joint target tracking and recognizing
activities in multiple levels of hierarchy (chapter IV). The problem is divided into two
parts to leverage efficient existing algorithms: belief propagation (Felzenszwalb and
Huttenlocher (2006)) for joint activity classification and branch and bound method
for trajectory estimation. In chapter V, I propose a compositional algorithm based
on MCMC sampling to find the optimal configuration of a scene, that is known to be
NP-hard.
1.1.3 Learning the Model and Associated Model Parameters
Recent computer vision algorithms enjoyed much success in complex visual recog-
nition tasks thanks to the improvements in machine learning and statistics, especially
discriminative learning methods. Thus, learning good discriminative models encoding
characteristic patterns from visual data became a primal interest in computer vision
research. In this thesis, I investigate different discriminative learning algorithms to
learn a robust model for visual recognition. In order to learn characteristic patterns
of crowd context (chapter III), I propose using Support Vector Machine (SVM) for
learning parameters associated with a rigid descriptor and Random Forest (RF) to
learn both structure and parameters of the crowd context. I found that RF-based
learning algorithm provides better discrimination power, as it is able to learn the
optimal structure of the crowd context. In more complex problems (chapters IV and
V), I investigate the use of Structural Support Vector Machine (SSVM) to examine
the structured relationship among different variables. As a critical contribution, I
propose a novel learning algorithm that can discover a useful set of 3D geometric
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phrases (3DGPs) from a dataset in an unsupervised way. The algorithm finds an
initial set of 3DGPs performing data mining and obtains a refined set of 3DGPs by
iterating over pruning step and parameter learning step using SSVM.
1.1.4 Dataset collection and Experimental Evaluation
Having a good dataset is critical for both learning the underlying model (param-
eters and structure) and evaluating the accuracy of algorithms in comparison to the
other state-of-the-art methods. As a critical contribution, I provide new datasets for
multiple target tracking in chapter II, collective activity recognition in chapter III,
and indoor scene understanding in chapter V. The datasets contain large amounts of
videos and images that can be used as standard benchmarks in related research prob-
lems. In order to evaluate the performance of proposed algorithms using the datasets,
I incorporate various evaluation metrics. A confusion table and mean classification
accuracy are offered for the evaluation of various classification tasks (chapters III,
IV, and V). I analyze detection accuracy measures such as precision vs. recall and
false-positive-per-image vs. miss rate curve (chapters II and V).
1.2 Tracking multiple targets
The trajectories of individual people provide cues as to their location and motion
in the scene that are critical for understanding interactions and relationships among
people. These interactions are best characterized by spatial relationships in 3D space.
Thus, a robust algorithm that can estimate the 3D location and motion of humans is
vital to the successful recognition of human interactions (chapter III). To that end,
the first part of my thesis focuses on designing a robust tracking algorithm that is
able to track multiple people in 3D space.
In previous approaches, camera parameters are first estimated using 3D recon-
struction techniques such as Structure from Motion (SfM) or Simultaneous Localiza-
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Figure 1.2: Tracking multiple targets with a moving platform is an important prob-
lem in many applications, such as activity recognition, robotics, and au-
tonomous vehicle, wherein understanding individual motion is critical. In
chapter II, I introduce our novel algorithm that is capable of tracking mul-
tiple people in 3D space with a single moving camera. The left and right
figures show the estimated trajectories of individuals (colored bounding
boxes and lines) as well as camera motion (visible cone and dotted line)
in image and 3D space (top view), respectively. Different colors represent
different identities of people.
tion and Mapping (SLAM) and the trajectories of individuals are estimated using
these camera parameters. Such 3D reconstruction techniques tend to fail when there
is only a small baseline change in the camera motion and are often computationally
expensive. To counter these problems, I propose a novel model that encodes the
motion of individuals and the camera in a coherent framework and estimates all of
the unknown parameters (camera motion, trajectories, etc) in a joint fashion. Not
only does this model allow us to efficiently estimate camera parameters and individ-
ual trajectories in 3D, but it also provides a generalized framework that can yield
more accurate trajectory information using various interaction models, such as group
and repulsion interactions between people. The optimal solution for the proposed
model is found by using a Reversible Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo method that
can efficiently discover unknown numbers of people and their associated 3D trajecto-
ries. We show that the proposed algorithm can produce reliable and robust camera
trajectories, as well as trajectories of individuals in 3D space in two challenging sce-
narios. These include a mobile system equipped with a monocular camera moving in
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Figure 1.3: Frames extracted from the dataset on collective activities introduced in
chapter III. I propose a new concept crowd context to recognize collective
activities that include crossing, waiting, queuing, talking, dancing, and
jogging.
a crowded outdoor environment and a robot agent equipped with a Microsoft Kinect
(RGB and depth image sensor) exploring an indoor environment.
1.3 Learning the crowd context
I propose a new aspect of human activity recognition problem that I call collec-
tive activity recognition: collective activities are defined or reinforced by the coherent
behavior of multiple people. These activities include “queuing in a line” or “talking”
(see Fig.1.3 for examples of collective activities). I focus on designing a mathematical
representation that can be used to robustly recognize these activities. Since collective
activities are defined inherently by the coherent behavior among a number of people,
it is often the case that the actions of participating individuals are interdependent
and some coherency between these actions may exist. I propose a new concept (crowd
context) that encodes such cohesive behavior in a mathematical representation and I
introduce two different ways to capture the crowd context. In the first approach, I
tackle this problem by introducing a descriptor that can encode the spatio-temporal
relationships between people. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first attempt
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Figure 1.4: In chapter IV, I introduce a new algorithmic model that can reason about
target trajectories and activities of people in multiple level of resolutions
in a joint fashion. The relationship between variables characterizing tar-
get trajectories as well as activities at different levels (atomic activities,
pair-wise interactions and collective activities) is encoded into a coherent
energy-based model. I show that estimating the variables in a joint fash-
ion is critical to a better understanding of activities as well as individual
trajectories, rather than estimating them in isolation.
to capture the collective behavior of people using a descriptor that encapsulates the
contextual relationships of individuals in time and space. I evaluate the effectiveness
of the approach using a newly proposed dataset that includes video sequences of peo-
ple walking, crossing, talking, standing, queuing, dancing and jogging. The dataset is
now widely used by the vision community as a standard benchmark. While promis-
ing, I observe that this approach has several limitations: it requires much engineering
to tune the necessary parameters specifying the structure of the descriptor and would
not scale up well to a large number of activities. In order to alleviate these limitations,
I propose a new method based on the Random Forest framework to automatically
learn the most discriminative structure of descriptors from data. In this extension,
I show that the newer method can learn meaningful structures of descriptors that
capture characteristic patterns of each collective activity and thus can enhance its
classification accuracy.
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1.4 Unified model for tracking and activity recognition
In chapter IV, I explore the idea that contextual information provided by the col-
lective behavior of multiple interacting individuals can make the tracking and activity
recognition process more accurate and robust than if these problems are solved in iso-
lation. It is clear that having accurate trajectories can help improve the understand-
ing of high level activities, but how would we use general types of high level activity
information to reinforce trajectory estimation? Recent studies by Pellegrini et al.
(2009); Leal-Taixe et al. (2011) showed that the social force model - “a measure for
the internal motivations of the individuals to perform certain actions (movements)”
(Helbing and Molnar (1995)) - can improve the accuracy of multiple target tracking
by considering interactions among people. However, the types of interactions consid-
ered in the social force model are limited to a few hand-designed interactions such as
repulsion and attraction. The usage of general semantically meaningful interactions
such as “facing each other” and “approaching” has been unexplored. I propose a novel
hierarchical graphical model that encodes the relationships between trajectories, indi-
vidual activities, pairwise interactions and collective activities into a joint framework.
The model propagates information in both bottom-up (from trajectories to collective
activities) and top-down (from collective activities to trajectories) fashion, allowing
the different levels of the hierarchy to help each other. To the best of my knowledge,
I am the first to show that general semantic activities can help trajectory estimation.
I solve this challenging problem using a combination of belief propagation and a novel
branch and bound algorithm equipped with linear programming. The model param-
eters representing the relationships between high level activities and trajectories are
learned from a set of training data using a structured max-margin learning algorithm
to guarantee discriminative power.
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Figure 1.5: Typical examples of indoor images. The type of a scene provides a useful
contextual cue to regularize presence of an object: sofas often appear in
living rooms but not in bed rooms. The location of objects in a space
is strongly constrained by the geometric structure of the space; e.g., a
bed cannot appear inside a wall. Also, objects often co-appear in a char-
acteristic 3D spatial configuration; e.g., side tables at the side of a bed
and a coffee table between two sofas. Learning such interactions among
objects, space and scene is critical to robustly understand a configuration
of images.
1.5 Learning discriminative set of interactions
In chapter V, I propose an algorithm to tackle the problem of general scene un-
derstanding, leveraging on various types of interactions between humans, objects,
scenes and spaces. Truly understanding a scene involves integrating information at
multiple levels, as well as studying the interactions between scene elements (Fig.1.5).
For instance, a scene-object interaction describes the way a scene type influences an
objects presence and vice versa (i.e., it is highly likely to see a bed in bed rooms but
not in dining rooms). An object-layout interaction describes the way the geometric
scene layout (e.g., the 3D configuration of walls, floor and observer’s pose) biases the
placement of objects in the image and vice versa (e.g., objects cannot appear inside
a wall). An object-object interaction describes the way objects and their poses affect
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each other (a dining table suggests that a set of chairs will be found around it). Com-
bining predictions at multiple levels into a global estimate can improve each individual
prediction. I have shown that learning frequently co-occurring spatial configurations
of objects (e.g., table and chairs), which we call 3D geometric phrases, can improve
the detection of each individual object and in turn lead to better scene classification
and layout estimation. Although experiments are not performed on human activity
recognition problems, the method can be easily extended to learn characteristic inter-
actions between humans and between humans and objects. I envision that studying
interactions is critical in many visual recognition tasks, and my work provides an
important foundation for automatically learning useful interactions from visual data.
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CHAPTER II
Estimating Trajectories of Multiple People
with a Moving Camera
Understanding how people move through the world is a key problem in computer
vision. There is currently a wealth of video data of people available from the Internet,
from indoor mobile robot platforms, and from car-mounted sensors, to name a few
sources. Accurately detecting and tracking people in video can facilitate action un-
derstanding for better video retrieval. Tracking in real time from a mobile robot can
form the basis for human-robot interaction and more efficient robot performance in
human environments. Detecting and tracking pedestrians from a car can help people
drive safely, and it will keep people safe in the presence of autonomous cars. In this
chapter, we tackle the problem of detecting and tracking multiple people as seen from
a moving camera. Our goal is to design an algorithm that can be adapted for the
wide array of applications in which person tracking is needed.
In practice, unfortunately, person tracking is extremely difficult. Examples of
the data we wish to tackle are displayed in Fig. 2.1. The first challenge evident
in these images is that people’s appearances vary widely, and people change their
appearance in different environments, which complicates person detection. Despite
excellent advances in detection (Dalal and Triggs (2005); Felzenszwalb et al. (2010)),
This chapter is based on the publications (Choi and Savarese (2010); Choi et al. (2011a, 2013b))
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Figure 2.1: Typical examples of outdoor and indoor tracking scenarios. Correspon-
dences between video frames are difficult to compute due to camera mo-
tion and multiple dynamic subjects. People are difficult to detect due to
occlusions and limited field of view. Indoor environments are especially
challenging as people tend to adopt various types of poses (standing, lean-
ing, sitting, etc). We aim at providing a general framework for tracking
multiple people in a wide variety of difficult situations.
it is still far from trivial to detect people in a variety of poses, wearing a variety
of clothing, and in cluttered environments full of occlusions. A tight field-of-view
that truncates people, as well as high contrast illumination, are additional difficulties
often encountered in indoor environments. To improve the odds of finding people,
our system combines multiple different detection cues, and allows additional cues to
be added or removed as needed.
Another challenge is the complexity of the motion patterns of multiple people
in the same scene. Tracking a single person is sufficiently difficult as they move
wilfully and unpredictably. Tracking multiple people, however, is complicated by
their interactions; assuming independence between targets’ motions is insufficient. As
in Fig. 2.1, people stay out of each other’s personal space and never occupy exactly
the same space. On the other hand, people may choose to move together as a group
for awhile. To model these interactions, we propose placing constraints between the
targets’ motions, partially removing the independence assumption. In the chapter
IV, we generalize this concept and introduce a framework where high level collective
activity understanding helps estimate the interactions among individuals and, in turn,
obtain more robust tracking results.
In the scenarios we wish to address, the camera is moving as well. Estimating
camera motion and reconstructing a scene is a well-studied problem when the scene is
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stationary (Izadi et al. (2011)), however the scenes described herein contain multiple
large dynamic elements. Background subtraction is also likely to fail in these scenes.
To tackle this issue, our tracker is capable of separating stationary and dynamic
features in the scene, allowing it to estimate the camera motion and separate it from
the motion of the targets.
Given that the mobile platform on which the camera is mounted needs to react
to people’s positions online, for example to plan to drive around them, our tracking
method is capable of near real-time performance at 5-10 frames per second.
To address the issues discussed above, we propose a principled method for tracking
multiple people and estimating a camera’s motion simultaneously. Our contributions
are as follows. First, we propose a novel model which can naturally explain the
process of video generation from a single moving camera. Second, we propose a
motion model that can capture the interactions between targets. Third, we introduce
a principled method for fusing multiple person detection methods to build a more
robust and adaptable tracker. Finally, our system is flexible enough to operate on
video data alone, and to integrate depth data when it is available. This unified
tracking framework is made efficient through the use of Reversible Jump - Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (RJ-MCMC) particle filtering.
We demonstrate our method using the challenging ETH tracking dataset (Ess
et al. (2008)) which contains video data taken from onboard a vehicle driving through
a city, as seen in the left two images in Fig. 2.1. In addition, we contribute a dataset
of color and depth image (RGB-D) data taken from onboard a robot moving in an
indoor environment, as seen in the right three images in Fig. 2.1.
Throughout the chapter, we discuss our tracking framework as it applies to the
task of tracking people. However, the framework is general and could be applied to




The method introduced in this chapter is designed to track multiple people in the
world from a moving camera. To solve this problem a number of challenges must
be overcome, including coping with the varying appearance of people as they deform
over time, occlusions among people and between people and the environment, possi-
bly missing detections, and the difficulties of estimating a moving camera’s position.
In this section, we discuss the related work designed to overcome one or more of these
challenges.
Tracking by Online Learning: To track an object whose appearance is changing
over time requires an adaptable object model. A number of related works seek to
address this problem through online learning, learning the appearance model of a
specific target and applying the model to track that target (Comaniciu and Meer
(2002); Avidan (2007); Ramanan et al. (2007); Bibby and Reid (2008); Kwak et al.
(2011)). For example, Comaniciu and Meer (2002) used color histograms created
from user-initialized bounding boxes, and tracked those models with the mean-shift
algorithm. Avidan (2007) showed promising results on tracking a single target using
a boosting-based learning framework. A common issue for these methods is tracker
drift. In addition, they all require that a target’s initial position be provided manu-
ally.
Human Detection: One solution for improving tracker drift and enabling automatic
track initialization is the use of person detectors. Over the last decade, algorithms
for detecting humans have improved a great deal (Viola et al. (2003); Leibe et al.
(2004); Dalal and Triggs (2005); Tuzel et al. (2007); Wu and Nevatia (2007); Fer-
rari et al. (2008); Felzenszwalb et al. (2010)). Modern human detection methods are
quite reliable when applied to large pedestrians in simple scenes that include minimal
crowding, occlusion and clutter. Methods by Ferrari et al. (2008) and Felzenszwalb
et al. (2010) are also able to detect humans in non-pedestrian poses with reason-
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able accuracy. However, in real-world environments which are crowded, include large
amounts of occlusion and clutter, as well as wide pose variation, none of these meth-
ods is satisfactory. For this reason, we combine a number of person detection cues
into our system.
Tracking-by-detection: Thanks to the improvement in human detection methods,
the tracking problem can be reformulated as a tracking-by-detection problem such as
in Wu and Nevatia (2007); Breitenstein et al. (2009); Khan et al. (2005); Andriluka
et al. (2008); Wojek et al. (2009); Choi and Savarese (2010). This approach can gen-
erate reliable tracking results if the camera is kept stationary. Multi-target tracking
problems can either be formulated to estimate target locations online, such as in the
works of Wu and Nevatia (2007) and Breitenstein et al. (2009), or to find the glob-
ally optimal association among detections at different time stamps, such as is done
by Pirsiavash et al. (2011), Zhang et al. (2008) and Shitrit et al. (2011) using a lin-
ear programming framework. However, most of the methods which do not explicitly
consider camera motion are prone to failure when a camera moves since the camera
motion and target motions become intertwined.
Tracking with a Moving Camera: To address the challenges of tracking from
a moving platform, several approaches (Wojek et al. (2009, 2011); Ess et al. (2008,
2009)) have recently been proposed. Wojek et al. (2009, 2011) proposed a proba-
bilistic framework to detect multiple people in a busy scene by combining multiple
detectors and explicitly reasoning about occlusions among people. However, they did
not associate detections between frames, so no tracking was performed. In addition,
they relied on odometry readings from the car on which the camera was mounted to
obtain the camera position. Our work performs data association to track people and
is capable of estimating the camera motion. Our work is most similar in spirit to the
work by Ess et al. (2008, 2009), which combines multiple detectors to estimate cam-
era odometry and track multiple people at once. Unlike Ess et al. (2008, 2009), we
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track targets and estimate camera motion in a unified framework and do not require
stereo information.
2.2 System Overview
A pictorial overview of the problem is presented in Fig. 2.2. Given a stream of
sensor inputs (i.e. images) {It}, the high-level goal of our system is to determine
people’s trajectories, {Zit}, in a world coordinate system, while simultaneously esti-
mating the camera’s motion, Θt. To stabilize the camera’s parameter estimation, a
number of features which are hypothesized to be stationary, {Gjt}, are extracted from
the scene.
A system diagram is presented in Fig. 2.3. The core of the system is the RJ-
MCMC particle filter tracker, which generates proposals for subjects’ track states and
the camera state, and evaluates proposals given both observations from the scene and
a motion model.
There are three key ingredients in making such a system perform well for person















Figure 2.2: Given sensor inputs (i.e. images) It over time, the goals of this work are
1) to track targets to obtain their trajectories, {Zit}, in a world coordinate
system, and 2) to estimate the camera’s motion, Θt. Stationary geometric
features from the scene, {Gjt}, are used to guide the camera parameter
estimation.
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account for the large variation in both people’s appearance and scene statistics. The
second is the motion model which must account both for people’s unexpected motions
as well as interactions between people. The third is the sampling procedure for the
RJ-MCMC tracker, which must efficiently sample the space of possible trajectories
while also accounting for people’s erratic movements.
In the following sections, we will first describe the mathematical model for our
system, and then describe each of the system components in detail.
2.3 Model Representation
We model the tracking problem using a sequential Bayesian framework, which
seamlessly integrates both the estimation of camera motion and multiple target track-
ing. The camera parameters Θt, a set of targets’ states Zt and a set of geometric
features’ states Gt in each time frame are modeled as random variables and the rela-
tionships among them are encoded by a joint posterior probability. With this model,
the tracking and camera estimation problem is formulated as finding the maximum-
a-posteri (MAP) solution of the joint probability. In this section, we explain our
probabilistic formulation using the notation summarized in Table 2.1. Here, we keep
the mathematical formulation general and explain the details in subsequent sections.
A configuration of all the variables at time t is represented by Ωt = {Θt, Zt, Gt}.
To find the most probable configuration, we estimate the MAP solution of P (Ωt|I0,...,t),
which can be factored as:
P (Ωt|I0,...,t)∝P (It|Ωt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)
∫
P (Ωt|Ωt−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)
P (Ωt−1|I0,...,t−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c)
dΩt−1 (2.1)
The first term (Eq. 2.1(a)) represents the observation likelihood of the model












Figure 2.3: System overview. Given an input sequence, our system outputs trajecto-
ries for both targets and the camera’s motion in 3D world coordinates. By
employing a diverse set of observation cues to generate detection hypothe-
ses and an observation model, our system adapts to various scenarios in
a principled manner. RJ-MCMC Particle Filtering efficiently samples the
set of possible trajectories, allowing for online use. Note that the system
is versatile enough to cope with either monocular camera data or RGB-D
sensor data.
the compatibility of a hypothetical configuration with the sensor input. The second
term (Eq. 2.1(b)) is the motion model, which captures both smoothness of the
trajectory over time, as well as the target interactions. The third term (Eq.2.1(c)) is
the posterior probability at time t−1.
By assuming that the posterior probability at the initial time is available, the
posterior probability at an arbitrary time t can be calculated from the posterior
probabilities from time 1 to t−1 sequentially. The best model configuration Ωt is
then the MAP solution.
One important characteristic of this model is that it allows the number of targets
and features to vary. Tracks can be initiated when people enter the scene, and ter-
minated automatically when people leave. The entrance or exit of a person i either
introduces or removes a variable into the target set Zt. Similarly, a static geometric
feature j can go out of the scene when the camera moves or if it is occluded by a
dynamic element. This also enables the model to decide which target or feature hy-
pothesis is actually valid as the introduction of a false detection hypothesis will result
in a lower joint probability. Despite this changing dimensionality of Ωt, we can esti-
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mate the posterior using Reversible Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo (RJ-MCMC)
particle filtering (Khan et al. (2005)).
2.4 Observation Likelihood
The observation likelihood is a measure for evaluating which configuration Ωt best
matches the input data It. Given a hypothesis for the configuration, Ω̂t, evaluation is
broken into two steps: 1) project each hypothesized target and geometric feature into
the input space, and then 2) evaluate the observation likelihood given the input data
as in Eq. 2.2. Our input data is an image, so step 1 is equivalent to using the camera
projection function fΘ with the estimated camera parameters, Θ̂t. This method can







P (It|Gjt ,Θt) (2.2)
P (It|Zit ,Θt) = P (It|fΘt(Zit))︸ ︷︷ ︸
target observation






We consider two different types of camera projection functions: a simplified cam-
era projection function (Hoiem et al. (2008)) and a general pinhole camera projection
Θt camera parameters at time t
Zit a target’s state at time t (location and velocity in 3D).
Gjt a geometric feature’s state at time t (location in 3D).
Zt = {Z0t , Z1t , ..., ZNt }, the set of all targets’ states at time t
Gt = {G0t , G1t , ..., GNt }, the set of all geometric features’ states at time t
Ωt = {Θt, Zt, Gt}, the set of all random variables at time t
I0...t all sensor inputs upto time t
fΘ the camera projection function parameterized by Θ
Table 2.1: Notation definitions
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function (Hartley and Zisserman (2000)).
Simplified camera model: The simplified camera model (Hoiem et al. (2008))
assumes that all objects of interest rest on the ground plane. Given the image loca-
tion of the horizon and the camera height, the model estimates objects’ 3D locations
from the top and bottom of their bounding boxes in the image (see Hoiem et al.
(2008) for details).
The camera Θ is parameterized with the following variables: focal length f , image
center uc, horizon line vh, yaw angle φ, velocity µ, camera height hΘ and 3D location





















where Z0 represents the location of a target in the current camera coordinates, and
X = (x, y, h) is the corresponding bounding box in the image plane with a fixed as-
pect ratio. The projection function for geometric features is defined similarly (and is
identical to the projected location for a target’s feet.)
Pinhole camera model: If additional 3D input is available (i.e. a depth image), we
employ a pinhole camera model to obtain a more accurate camera projection. Fol-
lowing the general pinhole camera model, the camera parameterization includes the
focal length f , the 3D location (x, y, z) and the orientation angles (roll, pitch, yaw).
See (Hartley and Zisserman (2000)) for details.
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2.4.2 Target Observation Likelihood
Given the projection of a target’s hypothesized location into the image, the ob-
servation likelihood measures both the validity of the target, as well as the accuracy
of the location. The localization is modeled directly via the observation likelihood
P (It|fΘt(Zit)).
It is more difficult for the validity measure to adjust to the possibility that the
target does not actually exist at all. The measure we would like to use is the ratio
of the likelihoods P (It|fΘt(Zit))/P (It|fΘt(∅)), which allows the dimensionality of the
target states variable Zit to vary. However, since the likelihood of the empty set is
ambiguous, we instead model the ratio by taking a soft max g(◦) of the hypothesis
likelihood, as in Eq. 2.6. The soft max makes the measure robust to sporadic noise.
In order to accommodate the wide array of data inputs and tracking scenarios we
wish to address, our system combines a number of different detectors to evaluate the
observation likelihood. This is one of the key ingredients in our approach. Each single
detector has its strengths and weaknesses. For example a face detector is extremely
reliable when a frontal face is presented, but uninformative if a person shows his
back to the camera. We propose to combine the ensemble of detectors by using a
weighted combination of detection responses as in Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6. Our experimental
analysis shows that this helps make our system more robust and reliable (Sec.5.5).
For simplicity, we adopt the log likelihood lj instead of the likelihood Pj for each























We combine seven detectors to generate the observation likelihood: 1) a pedestrian
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detector, 2) an upper body detector, 3) a target-specific detector based on appearance
model, 4) a detector based on upper-body shape from depth, 5) a face detector, 6)
a skin detector, and 7) a motion detector. The model is flexible enough to allow
the addition of other observation modules as necessary for other applications. A
description of each observation measurement follows.
Pedestrian and Upper Body Detectors
The first two observation cues are based on the distribution of gradients in the
image, encoded by the Histogram of Oriented Gradient detector (HOG) by Dalal and
Triggs (2005). We incorporate two HOG detection models, an upper body detector
and a full body detector as trained in Dalal and Triggs (2005) and Ferrari et al.
(2008), respectively. Using both models allows us to cope with lower body occlusions,
different pose configurations, as well as different resolutions of people in images.
To obtain a detection response, the HOG detector performs a dot product be-
tween the model parameter w and the HOG feature h, and thresholds the value
(above zero). Both the positive detections and confidence values are used to model
the observation likelihood from the HOG detector, as inspired by Breitenstein et al.
(2009) (see Fig.2.4). The positive detector outputs and confidence value terms in the










lDetc(It|fΘt(Zit)) = w · h(fΘt(Zit)) (2.8)
where N(◦;µ,Σ) is a multivariate normal distribution with mean µ and covariance
Σ, dit is the positive detector output corresponding to Z
i
t , h(◦) represents the HOG
feature from the region ◦ and w is the linear detector model parameter vector. This
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Bounding box height
Figure 2.4: Left: HOG (Dalal and Triggs (2005)) positive detections. Right: the
corresponding confidence maps for each candidate window size (measured
by the bounding box heights). Each target projected into the image plane
corresponds to one (x, y, scale) position in the corresponding confidence
map.
detector can be easily replaced by a more sophisticated approach as demonstrated in
our experiments (we use the Deformable Parts Model (Felzenszwalb et al. (2010)) for
the experiments on the ETH dataset).
Face Detector
The ability to detect frontal faces (Viola and Jones (2003)) has proven to be
useful for tracking. In our system, we employ the Viola-Jones face detector (Viola
and Jones (2003)) as implemented in OpenCV1. This method detects faces reliably
given a face size of greater than 24 pixels and minimal blur. The face detector
likelihood is calculated as the maximum overlap ratio between all the face detection
outputs Xkt and the projection of target state Z
i
t into the image:
lFace = max
k
OR(Xkt , Tf (fΘt(Z
i
t))) (2.9)
where Tf is the face portion of the image projection and OR(·, ·) is the overlap ratio




The next cue used is skin color. If a person exists in a location Zit , then pixels
corresponding to the face region are likely to be observed even if the face is observed
from the side view (face profile). To detect pixels with skin color appearance, we
threshold each pixel in HSV color space and apply a median filter on the skin image
ISkin, an image of binary pixels that indicate skin region. The observation likelihood
is obtained by computing the percentage of skin pixels lying in the predicted face









where | · | represents the area of a bounding box and ISkin is the filtered binary skin
image.
Depth-based Shape Detector
Observations can also be extracted from the depth image. Each pixel in a depth
image specifies the distance of the pixel from the camera in the world coordinate
system. In a depth image, the head-and-shoulders outline of a person is clearly dis-
tinguishable as shown in Fig.2.5. This can be converted into the observation likelihood
lShape by taking the Hamming distance between a binary template of the head-and-
shoulder region, with a thresholded version of the depth image projection region of
Zit , as in Fig.2.5. Then the likelihood term becomes:
lShape(It|Zit) = τs − d(Stemp, S(fΘt(Zit); It)) (2.11)
where τs is a threshold, Stemp is the template, S(fΘt(Z
i
t); It) is the shape vector of Z
i
t ,
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Figure 2.5: The shape vector is computed from the top half of the depth image bound-
ing box. A binary vector of the person’s head and shoulder area is com-
pared to a template using the Hamming distance.
Motion Detector
The presence of motion in a scene is a strong indicator of the presence of a person,
especially indoors. Given depth information, motion can be efficiently identified by
using a change detector in 3D. In our implementation, we use the octree-based change
detection algorithm between the point clouds in consecutive frames, as described
in (Kammerl (2011)). A binary motion image is obtained by projecting the moving
points into the image plane and thresholding. The likelihood is then computed as the









where IMotion is the binary motion image.
Target Specific Appearance-based tracker
A detector often fails to detect the target even when it is present (false negatives).
Appearance-based tracking (Comaniciu and Meer (2002); Avidan (2007); Bibby and
Reid (2008)) can be used to help link consecutive detections. By limiting the use
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of appearance-based tracking to a small number of consecutive frames, issues due
to tracker drift can be minimized. We employ a color-based tracking algorithm (Co-
maniciu and Meer (2002)) to provide target-specific tracking information in each time
frame. Denote the output for the tracker for target Zi at time t as Y it . Then the
color-tracker observation likelihood term is:
lTr(It|fΘt(Zit)) = N(Y it ; fΘt(Zit),Σtr) (2.13)
Note that for many of these cues, such as face detection, skin color detection and
motion detection, a positive observation increases the likelihood that a person is
present, but the lack of observation does not decrease the likelihood that a person is
present.
2.4.3 Geometric Feature Observation Likelihood
In addition to detecting and localizing targets, we also want to compute the cam-
era’s location and orientation in the world. As in previous tracking work (i.e. the KLT
tracker (Tomasi and Kanade (1991))), this is accomplished by detecting stationary
features in the world which we call geometric features.
Observing geometric features can be interpreted as a generative process in which
features in the world are projected onto the image plane and then detected by an
interest point detector. The detection process is noisy, so the observation likelihood is
modeled as a normal distribution centered on the projection of the feature, fΘt(G
j
t).
Since some of the hypothesized features may become occluded between frames, or
may in fact be non-stationary features, we introduce a uniform background model for
invalid features.
Let the interest point corresponding to a geometric feature Gjt be τ
i
t . Then the
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Through the combination of the Gaussian component for valid features and the
uniform component for invalid features, the inference process rejects outliers and
estimates camera motion more robustly.
2.5 Motion Prior
We now discuss the motion prior term P (Ωt|Ωt−1) in Eq. 2.1. The motion model
encodes smooth transitions between configurations through time via three compo-
nents: 1) a camera motion prior, 2) a target motion prior and 3) a geometric feature
motion prior, as follows:
P (Ωt|Ωt−1) = P (Θt|Θt−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
camera
P (Zt|Zt−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
targets
P (Gt|Gt−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
geom.features
(2.15)
These three motion priors are discussed in detail below.
2.5.1 Camera Motion Prior
The motion of a camera over a short period of time can be assumed to be smooth
both in position and rotation, and so can be modeled using a linear dynamic model
with constant velocity.
For scenarios in which the simplified camera model is used, a constant perturbation
model is employed for the horizon, camera height, velocity, and yaw angle, i.e. φt+1 =
φt + ε (where ε is an error term that accounts for uncertainty.) The location update
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is:
xt+1 = xt + vtcos(φt) + ε, zt+1 = zt + vtsin(φt) + ε (2.16)
The constant perturbation model is used with the pinhole camera model for all
location-related camera parameters (x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw). The internal camera pa-
rameters (focal length, skewness, optical center, etc.) are assumed to be provided for
both parameterizations.
2.5.2 Target Motion Prior
The motion model for the moving targets includes two factors: the existence of a
target at time t, Pe, and the smoothness of its motion, Pm. The former encodes the
probability of the person’s presence at adjacent time stamps; a person is more likely
to exist at time stamp t if they existed at time stamp t− 1, and vice versa. Then full
target motion model is:
P (Zt|Zt−1) = PEx(Zt|Zt−1)PMotion(Zt|Zt−1) (2.17)
In this work, we consider two possible ways to model the targets’ motions: i) inde-
pendent motion and ii) interactions between people affect their motion. The indepen-
dence assumption has been traditionally used to simplify model inference. However,
recent studies (Scovanner and Tappen (2009); Pellegrini et al. (2009); Khan et al.
(2005)) suggest that modeling the interaction between targets enhances tracking ac-
curacy significantly. We now describe the two terms in Eq.2.17.
Existence Prior (PEx(Zt|Zt−1))
The existence prior is modeled by two binomial probabilities, the first of which is
parameterized by the probability of a target staying in the scene from one time to













pts if i exists at t− 1 and t
1−pts if i exists at t− 1 but not t
pte if i exists at t but not t− 1
1−pte if i does not exist at either time
(2.19)
Independent Targets (PMotion(Zt|Zt−1))







The motion prior for a particular target, PMotion(Z
i
t |Zit−1), can be modeled by a









t−1 + εZ (2.21)
where εZ is a process noise for individual target’s motion that is drawn from a normal
distribution.
Interacting Targets
In real world crowded scenes, targets rarely move independently. Often, targets
stay out of each other’s personal space and they never occupy the same space. At
other times, some targets may choose to move together as a group for awhile. One of
the contributions of our work is to introduce such interactions into the motion model



























Figure 2.6: Left: the interactions between people are modelled by pairwise poten-
tials, linking their positions and velocities in the motion model. Middle
and Right: the potential functions for repulsion and group interaction,
respectively, over different distances (x-axis) and velocities (y-axis) in the
jet color map. Function gradients are shown as red arrows. The repulsion
model pushes people apart, while the group motion enforces similar ve-
locity. The potentials were generated with cr = 2, sg = 3, tg = 1, cg = 10.
We model target interactions by using an MRF as in Fig.2.6. In particular, inter-
actions are captured by pairwise potentials between the current targets’ states. Since
two targets cannot both repel and form a group at the same time, a hidden mode
















P (Zi1t |Zi1t−1) (2.22)




t ) is the pairwise potential.
Mode variable: The mode variable selects the interaction type for a given pair
of targets. The transition probability P (βi1,i2t |β
i1,i2


























Repulsion: The repulsion potential pushes apart targets that are too close together.
Let ri1,i2 be the distance between two targets in 3D, and let cr control the repulsion





t ) = e
− 1
crri1,i2 (2.24)
The repulsion between two targets is higher as they get close to each other, and ap-
proaches 0 when they are far apart. Two targets will push each other away unless
they have a group relationship and βijt = 1.
Group Motion: Targets can also interact as a group, remaining at the same small
distance from each other and moving in the same direction, Żi1t ≈ Żi2t . By modelling








e−cg‖Żi1t −Żi2t ‖ (2.25)
where cg controls the velocity similarity, sg controls the sigmoid slope, and tg controls
the distance.
The proposed interaction model improves localization when the reliability of the
detection results is affected by noise. For example, detectors have trouble distinguish-
ing between two people in close proximity whose bounding boxes overlap. In this case,
the repulsion model will keep the hypotheses separate. On the other hand, the group
interaction model provides constraints on the location of neighboring targets if at
least one of the targets is confidently detected. Our model can be naturally extended
to incorporate other interaction types, such as people approaching for a handshake.
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2.5.3 Geometric Feature Motion Prior
The geometric features’ motion prior captures whether the features are valid and
whether their positions are consistent with those in previous times. To estimate the
camera motion robustly, the inference must separate the stationary background fea-
tures from dynamic ones. Let PV al be the validity prior and PCons be the consistency
prior. Then:
P (Gt|Gt−1) = PV al(Gt|Gt−1)PCons(Gt|Gt−1) (2.26)
Similar to the target existence prior, the validity prior is modeled by two binomial
probabilities which are parameterized by the probability of staying in the scene, pgs,
and the probability of entering the scene, pge. This encodes the intuition that a valid
















pgs if j is valid at t− 1 and t
1−pgs if j is valid at t− 1 but not t
pge if j is valid at t but not t− 1
1−pge if j is not valid at t and t− 1
(2.28)
Since the features are defined as stationary 3D world points, a single feature’s








Overall, the target and geometric features motion priors ensure that all of the
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configuration variables change smoothly, but can also appear, disappear and interact.
This makes our model both robust and flexible.
2.6 Tracking with RJ-MCMC
We have thus far discussed how to evaluate proposed tracking states through the
observation likelihood and the motion model, terms (a) and (b) of Eq. 2.1, and the
left half of the system diagram in Fig. 2.3. We now need to explore the space of
these hypotheses to find the MAP solution to the posterior distribution P (Ωt|I1,...,t).
Unfortunately, the structure of the posterior is extremely complex because: i) both
targets and geometric features may change their cardinality in time which, in turn,
changes the dimensionality of Ωt, ii) Ωt has high dimensionality and iii) the interaction
model couples states together. As a result, traditional methods for obtaining MAP
solutions are difficult to apply.
To efficiently explore the configuration space and obtain the MAP solution, we
use the Reversible Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo Particle filtering method (RJ-
MCMC) introduced by Khan et al. (2005) (see the right half of the diagram in
Fig. 2.3). The RJ-MCMC algorithm enables the addition and removal of targets
via random jump proposal moves between dimensions. Unlike Khan et al., however,
our goal is to estimate the camera motion and identify target interaction as well
as track multiple moving targets, so we need to explore the combined configuration
state space. To this end, an important contribution of this work is the introduction
of additional jump proposal moves to the RJ-MCMC algorithm.
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2.6.1 RJ-MCMC sampling





We apply RJ-MCMC to obtain the posterior P (Ωt|I1,...,t). At each timestep, we
approximate the posterior by a number of samples:
P (Ωt|I1,...,t) ≈ {Ω(r)t }Nr=1 (2.31)
where N is the number samples and Ω
(r)
t is the r
th sample. These samples can be
obtained by performing RJ-MCMC sampling on the posteriors from 1 to t. Given the
set of samples at time t− 1, the posterior distribution at t can be approximated as:




In this section, we explain the details of our proposal distribution and sampling.
Section 2.6.3 explains the acceptance ratio for the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. In
the remainder of this section, we assume that a weak detection hypothesis Xt and the
correspondences between targets and detections are available to guide the sampling.
The detections are necessary to help initiate targets and bias sampling. Notice our
algorithm is capable of accommodating missing detections and false positives as well.
2.6.2 Proposal Moves
As explained in Sec. 5.2, the configuration variable is composed of three com-
ponents, Ωt = {Zt, Gt,Θt}. Sampling from the whole configuration variable’s space
results in very slow convergence to the steady state distribution due to high dimen-
sionality. Thus, instead, we randomly choose one variable to sample at a time. More
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specifically, one of targets, geometric features or camera parameters is randomly cho-
sen and its state is randomly perturbed to propose a new sample. Following the
Metropolis-Hasting rule, the proposed sample is accepted or rejected to construct the





Let the proposal distribution be Q(Ω′t,Ωt). Also, let QZ be the target proposal
that is perturbed with probability qz, QG be the geometric feature proposal that is









For example, assume that the geometric proposal is randomly chosen. Then, upon








t }. Only a sin-
gle geometric feature’s state will be changed in G
(r+1)
t , and the remaining terms will
remain unchanged.
Target Proposal QZ
The target proposal QZ generates a new sample Z
(r+1)
t from the current sample Z
(r)
t .
The information contained in Z
(r)
t includes the status of each target’s presence and
state, which has variable dimensionality depending on the number of targets present.
Thus, the proposal distribution must allow efficient exploration of a space with vary-
ing dimensionality. This efficient exploration is accomplished through the use of jump
moves.
We define a set of six reversible jump moves: Stay, Leave, Add, Delete, Update and
Interaction Flip. Each move is designed to act as a reversible counterpart of another
move in the set (this guarantees that the Markov Chain satisfies the detailed balance
condition). For example Stay and Leave counteract each other. During exploration,
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one of the six moves is chosen randomly with probabilities of qS, qL, qA, qD, qU , and
qI , respectively. Below, we describe each jump type.
Stay: Let S
(r)
t be the set of targets that existed in Zt−1 but are not in sample Z
(r)
t .
The stay move inserts one of these targets, i, into sample Z
(r+1)
t . The specific target
to insert is chosen with uniform probability. Unlike Khan et al. (2005) (which sam-
ples from only the previous posterior P (Zit |Zit−1)), we sample the new target location
from a mixture distribution of P (Zit |X it) and P (Zit |Zit−1), where X it is a correspond-
ing detection. This makes the sampling process more robust to accommodate moving
targets. If no detection is available for target i, the new proposal is sampled from the


















t ) is equal to P (Z
i
t |Zit−1) when there is no corresponding detection,
and 1
2
[P (Zit |Zit−1) + P (Zit |X it)], otherwise.
Leave: If a target Stays in sample Z
(r)
t , the Leave move proposes to remove the
target from the new sample Z
(r+1)
t . This is the reverse of Stay. Let L
(r)
t be the set
of targets that exist in Z
(r)
t and existed in Zt−1. From this set, a target i is selected














Add: This proposal initiates a new target from the new detections, Xnewt , which do






t be the new detections
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that are not in the current target set. From this set, one target i is randomly selected
with a uniform probability. The new location of target i, Z
i(r)
t , is proposed from the
distribution P (Z
i(r)






































Update: Update proposes a new location for a target. From the targets in sample
Z
(r)





t ) ∼ N (Z
i(r)
t ,ΣU). Note that one Update move can be “reversed”



























t is the set of target indices that exist in the current target set Z
(r)
t .
Interaction Flip: The final target proposal considers pairs of targets and their
interactions. Interaction Flip proposes an alternative interaction mode for a selected
pair of targets, βi1,i2t . Among all possible pairs of targets in a sample Z
(r)
t , a pair of
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targets (i1, i2) is randomly selected and the mode of interaction is flipped between
















if i1, i2 in K
(r)
t , i1 6= i2
0 otherwise
(2.39)
Geometric Feature Proposal QG
Similarly to the target states in Zt, the geometric features’ states stored in Gt also
need to be updated. Gt is also a high dimensional vector with a variable dimension-
ality. Thus, we use the same scheme as that used for targets to update it. To update
the geometric feature states, we use the proposal moves: Stay, Leave and Update.
As for the target proposals, one of the proposals is randomly chosen with probability
of qS, qL and qU , respectively. Note that since the validity of features can only be
defined by comparing their location in different time frames, we do not use the Add
and Delete moves in feature proposals. That is, in order to verify whether a feature
is stationary or not, we assume we observe it for at least two adjacent frames. All
the newly introduced features are automatically added into the feature set in the
time frame, and the validity of features is examined by comparing the observed posi-
tion and the predicted position using Stay and Leave moves in the subsequent frames.
Stay: Similarly to the Stay move for target proposals, the Stay move proposes to keep
feature j that was in Gt−1 but is not in G
(r)
t . With a slight abuse of notation, let S
(r)
t
be the set of features which are in Gt−1 but not in G
(r)
t and let one of these be chosen
























Leave: The Leave move for geometric features follows the same structure as the
Leave move for target proposals. Let L
(r)

















Update: Similarly to the target Update proposal, we randomly select a geometric
feature and propose a new location for the feature by adding gaussian noise. Since
geometric features are defined to be static, it is not necessary to explore different
locations for an existing feature. The motion consistency prior for the features is
defined to be an indicator function. As a result, any new state G
j(r+1)
t that is different
from Gjt−1 will have 0 probability and, thus, perturbations are only applied to newly















t ) if j in Nt
0 otherwise
(2.42)




t ) is modeled by a
normal distribution N (Gj(r+1)t ;G
j(r)
t ,ΣG) parameterized by ΣG.
Camera Proposal QΘ
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The final component we need to sample is the camera state. Since there is only one




t ) by a simple normal




Following the Metropolis Hastings algorithm, we compute the acceptance ratio of
the new sample Ω
(r+1)

















The first term expresses the ratio between the image likelihoods; the second term is
the ratio between approximated predictions; the last term encodes the ratio between
proposal distributions. Since we change the state of only one target’s presence or
location at a time, most of the factors can be cancelled out in the above computation.
This characteristic makes the algorithm efficient and capable of processing videos in
real-time.
2.7 Experimental Evaluation
We demonstrate our proposed algorithm using two different types of data inputs
and three datasets. The first dataset is a part of the ETH dataset (Ess et al. (2008))
that includes the sequences ETH-Linthescher and ETH-Bahnhof (seq02 and seq03
in Ess et al. (2008)). This data consists of video sequences recorded with a moving
camera in densely populated urban streets with pedestrians. The videos have a frame
rate of ∼14Hz and a resolution of 640×480 pixels.
The second and third datasets are collected using a Kinect RGB-D camera2 and
consist of video sequences associated with depth maps (RGB-D). Both of the datasets














































Figure 2.7: FPPI vs miss-rate curves for the sequences Left: ETH-Linthescher, Seq2
and Right: ETH-Bahnhof, Seq3.
contain longer video segments and tracks than previous datasets, making data asso-
ciation and camera motion estimation more difficult. The first RGB-D dataset (we
call it the Kinect office dataset) is acquired using a static Kinect mounted approx-
imately 2 meters high (and tilted down) in an office. This set contains 17 videos,
typically 2 to 3 minutes long. People in these scenes take on different poses (e.g.
sitting on a chair, standing up), are observed from different view points (front, side,
3/4 rotation) and are subject to various degrees of occlusions, inter-occlusions and
self-occlusions. The second RGB-D dataset (we call it the Kinect mobile dataset) is
collected from a Kinect mounted on a mobile platform (a PR2 robot). The robot was
driven (tele-operated) around an office building, while sequences of people perform-
ing daily activities in offices, corridors, hallways and cafeteria were acquired. The
sequences include various configurations where the camera and targets are moving
at the same time, the targets are located at different distances from the camera, the
number of targets in the scene are changing over time, and targets are subject to
occlusions, illumination condition varies in time, etc. This dataset includes 18 video
sequences.
In both Kinect datasets, humans are hand-annotated with bounding boxes around

































Table 2.2: Model parameters used in the experiments.
boxes and depth images (where available). The annotation is provided on four im-
ages every second. In addition, ground truth odometry information of the camera’s
location in 3D space is also provided for evaluation purposes. In the Kinect mobile
dataset, the odometry is obtained via the robot localization using the ROS system3,
which utilizes multiple sensor inputs as well as a known building map.
2.7.1 Implementation Details
The overall system flow is as follows. Given a sensor input in each time frame, a set
of weak detection hypotheses Xt of human targets in the scene are generated using the
observation cues. The correspondences between the predicted locations of targets, Ẑt,
and the weak hypotheses are identified using the Hungarian algorithm (Kuhn (1955)).
3ROS, The Robot Operating System, http://www.ros.org/
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Geometric features (a maximum of 40) are detected using the SURF detector (Bay
et al. (2008)) and tracked using the KLT tracker (Tomasi and Kanade (1991)). For
the RGB-D data, we include depth information.
The feature trajectories, sensor inputs, detection hypotheses and previous time
posterior distribution are passed to the RJ-MCMC algorithm to estimate the posterior
at time t. The MAP approximation of the new camera and targets’ states is given by
the mean of the posterior samples, {Ω(r)t }Nr=1. In order to improve the computational
efficiency, we remove the trajectories that generate fewer than 10% of the samples.
Some important model parameters are listed in Table.2.2. For example, we draw
5000 samples in each time stamp to estimate camera parameters, targets’ states and
geometric features’ states. With this set of parameters, the algorithm runs in near
real-time (about 1 ∼ 200ms per frame without particular optimization or paralleliza-
tion). Notice that the algorithm requires more samples to be drawn as the number
of targets increase. We plan to study the impact of the number of targets against
the tracking accuracy as a future direction. We omit the detailed parameters for ob-
servation likelihood in the Table.2.2 for brevity. Please see the code for the complete
list of numerical parameters4.
To account for the different sensor modalities in each of the test sets, the experi-
ments below were run with two different system setups.
ETH datasets: In each ETH sequence, only 2D information is used, therefore we
employ the simplified version of the camera projection function (see Section2.4.1). In
addition, the people are often quite small, so we cannot use depth, faces, skin detection
or 3D-based motion for this data. Instead, we use the Deformable Parts Model (DPM)
detector (Felzenszwalb et al. (2010)) and color-based meanshift tracker (Comaniciu
and Meer (2002)) as the observation cues. The detection cues correspond to DPM
detections with confidence greater than 0.5. Note that as shown in Ess et al. (2009),


















































Figure 2.8: The camera trajectories (long dark-blue lines) estimated from the se-
quences ETH-Linthescher (left) and ETH-Bahnhof (right). Targets’ tra-
jectories (short multi-color lines) are also shown for illustration purposes.
depth may help to further improve the detection rate. All of the system parameters
are held constant for all of the sequences.
Kinect datasets: All the observation cues described in Section 2.4 are used in these
experiments. We incorporate the upper and full body HOG detectors as trained by
Ferrari et al. (2008) and Dalal and Triggs (2005), and as implemented in OpenCV
to run on the GPU. Although the DPM detector (Felzenszwalb et al. (2010)) is more
accurate, the speed of the GPU-based HOG detector is required. A 640x480 pixel
image can be processed in 100∼200 milliseconds. We also use the face detector im-
plemented in OpenCV. Skin pixels are identified by thresholding HSV values between
(2, 60, 40) and (15, 200, 200). Finally, the octree-based motion detector is discretized
to 3cm. The weak detection hypotheses Xt consist of the HOG detections (upper and
full-body), face detections, as well as 3D point clusters (Rusu and Cousins (2011)).
2.7.2 Evaluation on the ETH dataset
We first study the single-frame detection accuracy on the video sequences ETH-
Linthescher and ETH-Bahnhof (Fig.2.7) and compare it to the baseline methods:
the DPM detector (Felzenszwalb et al. (2010)), the method by Wojek et al. (2011)
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Figure 2.9: Qualitative examples of tracking and camera estimation on the ETH
datasets, ETH-Linthescher and ETH-Bahnhof. Each set of tracking ex-
amples is shown in two rows: the target trajectory and detection overlaid
on the image (top) and a top-down projection onto the ground plane
(bottom). Each target’s trajectory is shown in a distinct color. In the
top-down view, the V-shaped line indicates the camera’s field of view, and
the tail behind the V is the camera center’s location over time. Notice
the long target paths which indicate stable tracking.
and the system by Ess et al. (2009). As a metric, we compute single-frame detection
accuracy via the overlap ratios between the ground truth bounding boxes and the
tracked bounding boxes. True and false positives are identified among such detections
following the PASCAL challenge protocol (Everingham et al. (2010)). The confidence
of each target is measured as the number of valid samples. Note that we use the
extended annotation from Wojek et al. (2011) for the evaluation of ETH-Linthescher
but we use the annotation in Ess et al. (2009) for the evaluation of ETH-Bahnhof. The
extended annotation decreases the minimum person-size from 60 pixels to 48 pixels.
As in Wojek et al. (2011); Ess et al. (2009), we discard detections and annotations
that are smaller than 60 pixels in the evaluation.
To show the adaptability of our system, we show experiments using two different
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DPM models as learned from the the INRIA (Dalal and Triggs (2005)) and the
VOC09 (Everingham et al. (2010)) datasets. The results in Figure 2.7(left) show
that our method (Ours+INRIA and Ours+VOC curves) improves detection accuracy
over the two DPM baselines (DPM INRIA and DPM VOC), and obtains better or
comparable results than the system in Ess et al. (2009). Note that, as observed by
Ess Ess et al. (2009), tracking algorithms often produce inferior detection results to
their baseline detector since the tracker requires multiple frames to initiate tracking
and also holds on to targets a few frames after they disappear (shown as thin bounding
boxes in Figure 2.9). Nevertheless, our system produces better detections than the
baseline detector. Wojek et al. (2011) produce better detections than our system,
however, they do not perform tracking, nor do they estimate the camera’s trajectory.
We also show the results of camera estimation in Figure 2.8 (long dark-blue lines).
The (x, z) plane is defined along the camera coordinate system in the first frame of
each video sequence, and the third dimension is time. Although no ground truth is
available for the camera, we can qualitatively see that in the ETH-Linthescher se-
quence, the camera makes a left turn around the 150th frame, which matches what we
observe in the video sequence. Afterwards the camera moves approximately straight
ahead until the end of the video. The camera motion in the ETH-Bahnhof sequence
is correctly estimated as going roughly straight through the crowd.
2.7.3 Evaluation on the Kinect datasets
Next we demonstrate our method using the two Kinect datasets. As before, we
begin by examining the detection accuracy. We compare our system against the DPM
full body and upper body detectors as trained in Ferrari et al. (2008). Figure 2.10(a)
shows the FPPI vs miss-rate curves for the three approaches. In the legend, we
also provide the log-average miss rate (LAMR) proposed by Wojek et al. (2011). As











































































































































Figure 2.10: Top row: results on the Kinect office dataset. Bottom row: results on the
Kinect mobile dataset. (a) Baseline comparison versus the Deformable
Parts Model (DPM) (Felzenszwalb et al. (2010); Ferrari et al. (2008)).
Our system outperforms both the full- and the upper-body DPMs. (b)
System analysis where contributions of each observation cue are visual-
ized with different plots. The ‘Full’ observation includes all components.
The other curves show the results obtained by removing specific com-
ponents (such as the face detector). Notice that the depth mask is the
most important cue, followed by the HOG detectors. The other compo-
nents’ contributions are situation-dependent and on average they appear
less important. (c) Log Average Miss Rate (LAMR) over different dis-
tance thresholds. Detections were considered true positives if they were
within 30cm in height and the distance threshold in depth from the
ground truth. Results are shown for all the data, and also broken down
for two distance ranges: near (detections larger than 60 pixels in height)
and far (smaller than 60 pixels).
in log space of the FPPI. We incorporate two evaluation protocols to determine a
true positive. The first is based on the bounding box overlap protocol from PAS-
CAL (Everingham et al. (2010)). The second is based on a 3D distance threshold for
localization.
Our algorithm outperforms both baseline methods significantly; there is 13% im-
provement in LAMR over both baselines on the Kinect office dataset, and 7% over
the upper body DPM detector and 20% over the full body detector on the Kinect
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mobile dataset. Notice that we achieve such improvement even though we employ the
weak HOG detector for detecting targets. As expected, the full body detector does
not work well in the indoor scenario due to frequent occlusions, tight field of view,
and unconventional poses such as sitting.
Next, we compare the contribution of each observation cue to our system. In
this experiment, we turn off one detection cue at a time and compare the resulting
detection accuracies in Figure 2.10(b). Turning off the depth shape detector (the
No Depth curve) is the most detrimental to the system. Turning off both of the
HOG detectors also results in a clear decrease in performance. Turning off the other
observation cues has less obvious impact. This can be explained by the fact that
the other cues are situation-dependent, and so their contribution is not evident when
averaging over the dataset. For example, the face detector is a very strong and
reliable cue when there is a large frontal face in the scene. However, often the person
is far from or turned away from the camera, making the face detector useless, or
worse, creating noise in the system. A similar argument can be made about motion
detection. The fact that our system is able to perform well despite the variability of its
individual components is a testament to its robustness. As future work, however, we
would like to learn the situations in which to use various detectors, for example using
full-body HOG detectors when moving down a hallway but not when in a cluttered
room.
Finally, we evaluate our algorithm’s localization accuracy. In Figure 2.10(c), we
show the LAMR measure over different 3D distance thresholds. Our method is more
accurate in detecting people less than approximately 5 meters from the camera than
those past 5 meters. This is an expected effect since the Kinect provides virtually no
depth information past 5 meters, and in fact the depth information past 3 meters is
very noisy.
Overall, experiments show that our algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art detec-
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tors. In addition, the fusion of multiple detection cues provides a more reliable final
result and is capable of handling the variable performance of each individual detector.
Selected tracking examples are shown in Figure 2.12. As shown in these results, the
proposed method can reliably detect and track people in challenging indoor scenarios
including occlusion between people, people in various poses, truncated body parts,
and clutter.
Camera Estimation: Finally, we evaluate our system’s ability to estimate the
camera parameters. We compare our results against a baseline method which is con-
structed as follows. Given the feature trajectories, we compute the rotation matrix
Rt−1t and translation vector T
t−1
t of the camera between consecutive frames. Using
the depth provided by the RGB-D sensor, we can compute Rt−1t and T
t−1
t using the
orthogonal Procrustes problem (Gower and Dijksterhuis (2004)). To cope with dy-
namic elements in the scene and add robustness, we add a RANSAC (Fischler and
Bolles (1981)) step on top of the estimator.
The comparison is presented in Figure 2.11. Since our method localizes the cam-
era online, we measure the difference between parameters in consecutive time stamps.
For all pairs of time stamps ti and tj with temporal gap tg (tj = ti + tg), we com-
pute the transformation that maps the camera coordinate system of ti to tj. Such
transformations are obtained for both the ground truth and the two estimations. The
error between the transformations of ground truth and each estimation is reported
for different time intervals (tg). Figure 2.11 shows the mean and standard deviation
of the error. The amount of error tends to increase with the time span due to error
accumulation in the estimation. We report the estimation accuracy for each variable:
translation (x, y, z) and rotation (roll, pitch, yaw). Each row in Figure 2.13 shows
the estimated parameters over time for four different sequences. The ground truth is
in red, the baseline in green, and our system is in blue.
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Figure 2.11: Quantitative evaluation of camera localization. The mean and standard
deviation of the error in each camera parameter estimation over different
time spans.
As demonstrated in these results, our method is capable of robustly estimating
camera motion under difficult conditions in which the baseline method fails to localize
the camera. These scenes are challenging due to 1) lack of dominant stationary
scene elements, 2) lack of a motion model for the camera or targets. Our method is
able to cope with such challenges by 1) jointly identifying moving targets and static
features in the estimation process, 2) using high level semantics (targets) as well as
local features, and 3) incorporating the camera’s motion prior. We observe that our
method can localize the camera very accurately except for few very hard cases; e.g.
the camera was facing a featureless wall around the 1000th frame of the 4th example
in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.12: Examples of tracking results. First row: results on the Kinect office
dataset. Second row: results on the Kinect mobile dataset. Detections
are shown as boxes in images, and dots projected onto the ground plane
in the top-down view. Each color is a person. Note that our system
detects people in various poses, truncated by the image, and despite
the severe occlusions between people that are common in indoor en-
vironments. The last row shows examples of challenging scenes where
the people appear beyond the Kinect’s range or under extreme lighting
conditions.
2.8 Conclusion
Tracking multiple people, in different environments, performing different tasks and
with different relationships will always be a challenging problem. Even humans have
a great deal of trouble performing this task; only the best of athletes can predict how
their team will move on the field, and the ability requires years of training, a deep
knowledge of the team, and the constrained rules of a specific sport. In this chapter,
we have laid the groundwork for a general person tracking system and applied it to
two specific environments - tracking people from a moving, ground-level camera, and
tracking people indoors from a robot platform. We argue that the system is adaptable
enough to be applied to other scenarios due to the following characteristics.
The joint formulation of all variables: The relationship between the camera,
targets’ and geometric features’ states is combined into a novel probability model,
allowing them to influence and improve each other’s estimate during inference.





























































































































































































Figure 2.13: Each row represents the 6 estimated camera parameters over time for
selected sequences. Our method reliably estimates the camera in most
cases, but can fail if there are no features (e.g. camera faces a featureless
wall for time frames 1000 ∼ 1500 in the last sequence.)
tection cues from different sensor modalities in a principled fashion, our system is
adaptable to different sensor configurations and different environments.
Allowing people to interact: We do not assume that people move independently,
instead we model interaction with two modes: repulsion and group movement. By
automatically selecting between interaction modes, the system adapts to different
scenarios.
Automatically detecting people: Our system automatically detects people, re-
moving the need for manual initialization. Since the detection is probabilistic, the
tracker can also recover from missed detections or false positives via motion model
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and sampling.
Automatic detection of static features for camera estimation: Since it esti-
mates the camera’s motion, our system can be applied on sequences acquired from a
moving camera, even under the assumption that the odometry of the camera is un-
known or poorly specified. The camera estimation is performed automatically using
stationary features from the environment.
As we apply this system to additional scenarios in the future, we would like to
learn what is the best combination of observation cues for a given sensor suite and
environment from a training data. This system can be used as a building block to learn






In human interactions, activities have an underlying purpose. This purpose can
be to accomplish a goal, or to respond to some stimulus. Both of these parameters
are governed by the environment of the individuals, which dictates the contextual
elements in the scene. Since this environment is shared by all individuals present in
the scene, it is often the case that the actions of individuals are interdependent and
some coherency between these actions may exist. We call such activities “collective”.
Examples of collective activities are: Crossing the road, Talking, Waiting, Queuing,
Walking, Dancing and Jogging. In this chapter, we seek to recognize such collective
activities from videos.
Consider a collective activity “queuing”: the definition of the activity itself re-
quires that multiple individuals be present in the scene and waiting their turn in
some structure. Over time, the individuals may progress forward in the queue slowly.
This queue structure imposes restrictions on what the spatial distribution of individ-
uals over time may look like. Although the queuing individuals are also “waiting”,
and a few perhaps are also “talking”, the predominant group activity remains the
one of queuing. We refer to such dominant and coherent behavior over the temporal
This chapter is based on the publications (Choi et al. (2009, 2011b); Choi and Savarese (2013))
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and spatial dimension as crowd context. We argue that crowd context is a critical
ingredient for characterizing collective activities.
We introduce the concept of crowd context where the spatio-temporal relationship
among people is encoded by a Spatio-Temporal-Local (STL) descriptor. Though ex-
perimental results tested on the collective activity dataset suggest that the descriptor
is already effective in recognizing complex collective activities, such a descriptor has
a number of limitations including the fact that the structure of the bins of the STL
descriptor must be predefined beforehand. In particular, by assuming that the spa-
tial support has fixed size, the STL descriptor does not have the ability to adaptively
filter out background activities or activities that differ from the dominant one. We
further extend the concept of crowd context where the crowd context is learned by
adaptively binning the spatio-temporal volume as well as the attribute (e.g., pose and
velocity of individuals) space using a novel random forest (RF) classification scheme.
We call our scheme a Randomized Spatio-Temporal Volume (RSTV) classifier. In
our framework, the feature that the trees in a RF operate on, is calculated over a
random spatio-temporal volume. Hence, the proposed random forest picks the most
discriminating spatio-temporal volume over which to calculate the feature, and then
further continues to pick the most discriminating separating plane in order to perform
classification as usual in a random forest (Breiman and Cutler (2004)). Our adap-
tive binning strategy: 1) establishes robustness to clutter, 2) is able to incorporate
other cues/evidence gracefully for classification, and 3) exhibits parameter free learn-
ing under a principled probabilistic framework. We use the Random Forest classifier
to associate each individual with a collective activity label, performing local classi-
fication. We also propose a subsequent step based on a 3D spatio-temporal Markov
Random Field that is leveraged to exploit the temporal and spatial consistency of
activities to perform global classification.
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3.1 Background
A large literature on activity classification has mostly focused on understand-
ing the behavior of humans in isolation (atomic activities). Song et al. (2003) and
Fanti et al. (2005) model actions using a constellation of parts and relate the spatial-
temporal dependencies of such parts using a probabilistic formulation. Laptev and
Lindeberg (2003) and Dollar et al. (2005) propose a compact characterization of an
activity in terms of a sparse set of local spatial-temporal interest points. Savarese
et al. (2008) introduce a framework for incorporating 2D spatial-temporal short and
long term dependencies into a bag-of-words representation. Niebles et al. (2008) in-
troduce an unsupervised learning method for modeling activities that leverage the
construction of latent intermediate visual concepts. Other interesting formulations
can be found in the works by Yu et al. (2010); Kim et al. (2007); Wong et al. (2007);
Liu et al. (2008, 2011a,b); Lu and Little (2006); Lv and Nevatia (2007); Marszalek
et al. (2009) and are nicely summarized in the survey by Turaga et al. (2008). Progress
on atomic activity recognition is coupled with the effort of collecting datasets of hu-
man activities that appear in images or videos. Early notable examples are the KTH
dataset of Laptev and Lindeberg (2003) and the Wisemann dataset of Gorelick et al.
(2007). More recent collections are proposed by Liu et al. (2009) (a data set of videos
from a public video repository (YouTube)) and Laptev et al. (2008) (a collection of
video sequences from Hollywood movies) which provide a test-bed that is closer to real
world application scenarios. Recently, Niebles et al. (2010) propose to model struc-
tured atomic activities such as those that appear in sport events (e.g., tennis-serve,
triple-jump, etc) and provide a large dataset for enabling quantitative evaluation.
While successful, however, most of these methods are targeted to atomic activities.
Research by Ryoo and Aggarwal (2009), Yao et al. (2010) and Patron et al. (2010)
goes beyond single-person activity understanding and propose methods for modeling
interactions between pairs of individuals. The extension to activities that involve
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more than two individuals has been investigated in a number of works including Ryoo
and Aggarwal (2010); Lan et al. (2010a); Amer and Todorovic (2011). In Ryoo and
Aggarwal (2010) complex group activities are analyzed using a stochastic context free
grammar model with a number of predefined activity predicates. Lan et al. (2010a,b)
propose to encode 2D interactions among individuals using the contextual information
that originates from higher level activity semantics. We focus on activities that are
characterized by a larger number of individuals (e.g., the collective activities) and
propose to capture the collective behavior using a descriptor called Crowd Context.
We also propose one of the first data sets that include challenging videos of collective
activities. Moreover, a number of works (Intille and Bobick (2001); Li et al. (2009);
Swears and Hoogs (2011)) focus on group activities that appears in sport events
such as a football game. Specifically, Intille and Bobick (2001) model trajectories
of individuals with a Bayesian network, Li et al. (2009) introduce a discriminative
temporal interaction manifold for modeling activities Li et al. (2009) and Swears
and Hoogs (2011) propose a non-stationary kernel hidden Markov model to capture
temporal dependencies. Notice that most of these methods require different degrees
of manual annotations in identifying human trajectories in time and space. Finally,
at the opposite side of the spectrum, research by Ramin Mehran and Shah (2009);
Hakeem and Shah (07); Zhou et al. (2012) seeks to study the semantic properties of
large crowds of individuals. These methods, however, go beyond the scope of this
chapter in that the focus is on modeling large crowds as a whole, without considering
the individual behavior of the actors.
3.2 Crowd Context for Collective Activity Recognition
In this section, we introduce the definition of the crowd context and describe its
mathematical formulation given a set of spatio-temporal trajectories. The concept of
crowd context is defined as a coherent behavior of individuals in time and space that
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are performing a certain collective activity.
The crowd context is captured by introducing a new descriptor called Spatio-
Temporal-Local (STL) descriptor that encodes the spatial-temporal dependencies of
individuals in a neighborhood of the video sequence. The STL descriptor is in essence
a fixed-dimensional vector (Fig.3.1) and is associated to each person. For each time
stamp, the STL descriptors are used to classify the collective activity using a standard
Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Chang and Lin (2001)) classifier. Temporal smooth-
ness is enforced by applying a markov chain model across each time stamp. Though
the method shows promising results, such rigid descriptors require the parameters
that control the structure of the descriptor to be manually specified, which can be
extremely difficult in presence of large intra-class variability. We address such limi-
tation in the later section where a new scheme called Randomized Spatio Temporal
Volume (RSTV) is used to automatically learn the best structure of the descriptor. In
following sections, we discuss the rigid STL descriptor first and the extended RSTV
later.
3.2.1 Rigid STL Descriptor
In this section, we describe how to extract an STL descriptor for each individual
(track) in each time stamp given a set of trajectories T = {T1, T2, ..., TN}, where
Ti = {li, pi, ti} is an individual track and li = (xi, yi), pi and ti are sequences of
x, y location, pose and time index, respectively. Note that the pose captures the
orientation of an individual in this framework (e.g. left, front, right, and back). The
location of individual target li is obtained by accumulating the estimated state Z
i
t
acquired by any multi-target tracking method (such as the one discussed in the chapter
II) and pose pi is acquired by using SVM classifier equipped with HoG descriptor.
Given a person i in certain time stamp t (the anchor), they determine the locations
lij and poses p
i
j of other individuals in the anchor’s coordinate system, where the
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anchor’s coordinate system has the origin at the anchor’s (x, y) location and is oriented
along the pose direction of the anchor (see Fig.3.1 top).
The space around each anchor i at time t is divided into multiple bins following
a log-polar space partition similar to the shape context descriptor (Belongie et al.
(02)). Moreover, for each spatial bin, P “pose” bins are considered where P is the
number of poses that are used to describe a person orientation. Finally, the temporal
axis is also decomposed in temporal bins around time stamp t. This spatial, temporal
and pose sensitive structure is used to capture the distribution of individuals around
the anchor i at time t and construct the STL descriptor. For each anchor i and time
stamp t, an STL descriptor is obtained by counting the number of individuals that
fall in each bin of the structure described above. Thus, the STL descriptor implicitly
embeds the flow of people around the anchor over a number of timestamps. After
accumulating the information, the descriptor is normalized by the total number of
people that fall in the spatio-temporal extension of the descriptor.
There are a number of important characteristics of the STL descriptor. First, the
descriptor is rotation and translation invariant. Since the relative location and pose
of individuals are defined in the anchor’s coordinate system, the descriptor yields a
consistent representation regardless of the orientation and location of the anchor in
the world. Moreover, the dimensionality of the descriptor is fixed regardless of the
number of individuals that appear in the video sequence. This property is desirable
in that it allows to represent an activity using a data structure that is not a function
of the specific instantiation of a collective activity. Finally, by discretizing space
and time into bins, the STL descriptor enables a classification scheme for collective
activities that is robust to variations in the spatio-temporal location of individuals
for each class of activity (intra-class variation).
Given a set of STL descriptors (each person in the video is associated to a STL















Figure 3.1: Spatio-Temporal Local Descriptor. (a) Space around anchor person (blue)
is divided into multiple bins. The pose of the anchor person (blue arrow)
locks the “orientation” of the descriptor which induces the location of
the reference bin “1”. (b) Example of STL descriptor - the descriptor
is a histogram capturing people and pose distribution in space and time
around the anchor person. (c) Classification of STL descriptor is achieved
by decomposing the histogram in different levels along the temporal axis.
collective activity classification problem by using a classification method such as
SVM (Chang and Lin (2001)). In order to capture various levels of temporal granu-
larity, we adopt SVM classifier equipped with a temporal pyramid intersection kernel
(see Fig.3.1 bottom right). The temporal axis is divided into 4 hierarchical levels of
temporal windows and intersection kernel is defined per each level. The finest tempo-
ral window allows to capture the detailed motion of individuals around the anchors;
the highest level allows to encode the overall distribution of people around the anchor
over the observed period.
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3.2.2 Learning the Crowd Context
Even though the STL descriptor has been successfully employed for collective ac-
tivity classification, it is limited in that the structure of the bins of the STL descriptor
is predefined beforehand and parameters such as the minimum distance from the an-
chor or the maximum support of the descriptor are defined once for all. In particular,
by assuming that the spatial support has fixed size, the STL descriptor does not have
the ability to adaptively filter out background activities or activities that differ from
the dominant one.
In order to avoid above mentioned limitations, we propose a novel scheme, called
Randomize Spatio-Temporal Volume (RSTV). The RSTV approach is based on the
same intuition as STL that crowd context can be captured by counting the number
of people with a certain pose and velocity in fixed regions of the scene, relative to an
anchor person. However, RSTV extends this intuition and considers variable spatial
regions of the scene with a variable temporal support. The full feature space contains
the evidence extracted from the entire videos: the location of each individual in an-
chor’s coordinates as well as the velocity & pose of each individual per video frame.
This can be interpreted as a soft binning scheme where the size and locations of bins
are estimated by a random forest so as to obtain the most discriminative regions in the
feature space. Over these regions, the density of individuals is inspected, which can be
used for classification. Fig.3.2 compares the rigid STL binning scheme and the flexi-
ble RSTV. RSTV is a generalization of the STL in that the rigid binning restriction
imposed in the STL is removed. Instead, portions of the continuous spatio-temporal
volume are sampled at random and the discriminative regions for classification of a
certain activity are retained. RSTV provides increasing discrimination power due to
increased flexibility.
There are several benefits of the RSTV framework over rigid STL descriptor. 1)







STL RSTV RSTV feature
Figure 3.2: STL counts the number of people in each spatio-temporal and pose bins
that are divided by a hand defined parameters (left). On the other hand,
the RSTV learns what spatial bins are useful (shown as a trapezoid-
like volume) in order to discriminate different collective activities and
discards the regions (shown as empty regions) that are not helpful for
such discrimination task (middle). A random spatio-temporal volume
(feature) is specified by a number of parameters (right). Pose and velocity
are omitted from the illustration.
that are useful for classification. Indeed, while STL proposes a rigid and arbitrary
decomposition of the feature space, in RSTV the binning space is partitioned so as
to maximize discrimination power. 2) Unlike STL, there are no parameters that are
to be learned or selected empirically (e.g. support distance, number of bins). 3) It
enables robustness to clutter. Indeed, unlike STL, the RSTV does not operate given
fixed parameters such as radial support and number of spatial bins, but explores the
possible space of parameters; thus the density feature, using which classification is
performed, is only calculated over regions relevant to each different activity. Hence
the classification evidence is pertinent to each activity and avoid clutter that possibly
arises from hard-coded framework parameters that may be tuned to achieve optimal
classification of a few activities, but not all. Notice that STL concept is similar to
the Shape Context (Belongie et al. (02)) descriptor, which is known to be susceptible
to clutter due to non discriminative inclusion of all points within the radial support.
Learning RSTV with Random Forest : The Random Forest classifier is used
to learn the structure of RSTV given training data. A Random forest (Breiman
and Cutler (2004)) is an ensemble of many singular classifiers known as decision trees
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which is trained from a portion of the training data. The training set is subdivided
into multiple bags by random sampling with replacement (bagging) in order to reduce
the effect of over-fitting. Given each set, one random decision tree is trained following
successively drawing and selection of a random feature that best discriminates the
given training set (Breiman and Cutler (2004)).
The RSTV is trained based on the random forest classifier given a set of training
data and associated activity labels (xi, yi) where each data point is defined for each
person and time stamp. In following description, it is assumed that the trajectories
and poses of all people are already transformed into the anchor’s coordinate system
to form data point xi and associated activity label yi. Given a random bag, a random
decision tree is learned by recursively discovering the most discriminative features.
The algorithm firstly randomizes over different volumes of the feature space and
secondly randomizes over different decision thresholds given the feature subspace.
The feature is defined as the number of people lying in a spatio-temporal volume that
is specified by location (lk), velocity (vk), pose (pk) and time (t) defined in the anchor’s
(k) coordinate system. A unique spatio-temporal volume is specified by a number
of parameters : 1) minimum and maximum distance dmin, dmax, 2) minimum and
maximum angle in the space θmin, θmin, 3) relative orientation/pose p, 4) temporal
window tmin, tmax and 5) minimum and maximum velocity vmin, vmax (Fig.3.2 right).
In each node, a number M of such hyper-volume rn and a scalar decision threshold
dn is drawn randomly multiple times. Given the feature pair (rn, dn), the training
data is partitioned into two subsets Ir and Il by testing f(x; rn) > dn, where f(x; rn)
is a function that counts the number of people lying in the hyper volume rn. Among
the set of candidate features, the one that best discriminates the training data into








(a) Waiting (b) Talking
Figure 3.3: Example of learned RSTV regions. (a) & (b) illustrate a set of RSTV
regions learned automatically by a single tree. Each colour indicates
different pose of neighbouring individuals (up - red, down - blue and
right - green). Each RSTV is oriented such that the anchor is facing in
the upward z direction. Hence (a) indicates that while waiting, an anchor
is surrounded on the left and right by people facing the same direction.
RSTV in (b) illustrates that during talking the anchor and neighbour face
each other and are in very close proximity. Note that each RSTV needs
only capture some coherent portion of evidence since there exist many












Il and Ir are the partition of set I divided by given feature, C is the number of activity
classes, pi is the proportion of collective activity class i in set I, and |I| is the size
of the set I. Typical examples of learned RSTV structure is shown in Fig.3.3. The
detailed algorithm for learning RSTV is presented in Alg.1 and Alg.2.
Algorithm 1 RSTV learning
Require: I = {(xi, yi)}
Randomly draw a bag It for each tree
for all random decision tree do
At the root node, root← NodeLearn(It)
end for
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Given the learned RSTV forests, one can classify a novel testing example x by pass-
ing down the example along each tree and taking the class that maximizes marginal
posterior probability P (y|x) =
∑
tree Ptree(y|x) over all trees. The posterior proba-
bility of a tree is defined as the corresponding py in the leaf node that the testing
example reached in the decision tree.
Algorithm 2 Recursive Node Learning (NodeLearn)
Require: In
if |In| < Nmin then






for m = 0 to M do
Randomly draw a feature pair (rmn , d
m
n )
Compute information gain ∆Em
if ∆Emax < ∆Em then
∆Emax ← ∆Em
(rn, dn)← (rmn , dmn )
end if
end for






3.3 Globally Consistent Classification with Markov Random
Field
The STL and RSTV models allow to classify each person in the video individu-
ally and associate a collective activity label to it. If the scene contains only one or
few collective activities, however, one can impose some level of spatial or temporal
regularization across labelling assignments. Such regularization helps mitigate the
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classification errors due to the inherent noise in constructing the STL/RSTV descrip-
tors as well as the intrinsic ambiguities in discriminating collective activities. This
regularization is modeled using a Markov Random Field (MRF) over both space and
time.
An MRF is a general model that can encode the correlation between many ran-
dom variables in a coherent fashion. Such model is frequently adopted in the image
segmentation problem in order to provide consistency between spatially adjacent pix-
els (Kohli and Torr (2010)). We propose to use an MRF to capture the local and
spatial coherency of labelling assignments. MRF favor to assign the same activity la-
bel to nearby people in a single time stamp and to a person over adjacent timestamps.
The intuition is that 1) nearby people tend to participate in the same activity and 2)
a person tends to perform the same activity in nearby time stamps. Such model can
be formulated as follows
Let xit and y
i
t denote the data and collective activity labels associated with an
individual person i at a certain time stamp t. Then the posterior probability over all
activity labels y given all input x can be represented as:




























where lit is the location of person i in t, Es is the set of edges between people (Fig.3.4),













t) is the temporal
pairwise potential. The temporal edges are established between temporally adjacent
nodes of the same person. The two nodes in the same time-stamp are connected if
they are close to each other (< 2 meter) in order to enforce similar labelling between











































Figure 3.4: Graphical representation for the proposed MRF over collective activity
variables y. yjti models the activity of a person in one time slice (hidden
variable), xjti represents the trajectories associated to an anchor person.
If two people are close enough (≤ 2 meter away), the spatial edges are
inserted to inject spatial coherency. For every person, temporal edges are
constructed between nearby nodes.
a Gibbs sampling procedure (Bishop (2006)) given the parameters for the pairwise
potentials. We obtain the temporal pairwise potentials by counting and normalize the
co-occurrence of a pair of collective activity. The spatial potentials are estimated in
a non-parametric way by collecting location difference oriented with respect to each
person’s pose for all activity pairs.
3.4 Experimental Results
In this section, we present an overview of the classification results obtained using
the STL and RSTV crowd context descriptors. Both methods are evaluated using
a dataset we collected (Collective Activity Dataset available at http://www.eecs.
umich.edu/vision/activity-dataset.html). Though there exist many different
types of datasets for human activity recognition such as CAVIAR, IXMAS, KTH or
UIUC, none of them are suitable for the proposed descriptors in that they focus on
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activities performed by a single or very few actors.
Dataset : We collected two versions of collective activity datasets. The first
version of the dataset is composed of 5 different collective activity categories, Cross-
ing, Standing, Queuing, Walking and Talking. It includes 44 short video clips each
of which is recorded from a real world scene with a variable number of people. The
second version of the dataset includes 6 different collective activity categories, Cross-
ing, Standing, Queuing, Talking, Dancing and Jogging. Similarly to the first version,
the second version of the dataset has 74 short video clips with a variable number of
people in the scene (see Fig.3.7 for examples).
In both sequences, the videos were taken from a hand-held camera with a unpre-
dictable camera motion incurred by jittering of the hand. Thus, our tracking method
(described in the chapter II) is used in order to obtain the 3D trajectories of people
in the videos.
Activity Classification Results: Table.3.1 shows the comparison among several
state-of-the-art and baseline methods for collective activity classification evaluated on
the two collective activity datasets. Each row represents the overall classification ac-
curacy and the columns represent different versions of the datasets. The first method
is the Action Context (AC) proposed by Lan et al. (2010a). AC is another type of
contextual descriptor that accumulates the activity classifier confidence of both the
anchor person and surrounding people. The second method is the STL descriptor
equipped with SVM classifier. The third method augments the second method by
adding a markov chain over an individual. We use a markov chain for each individ-
ual person in order to utilize temporal smoothness of the collective activity, i.e. a
person doing Crossing tends to continue doing Crossing in next timestamps. The
fourth method is the STL descriptor equipped with the random forest classifier. As
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Dataset 5 Activities 6 Activities






Table 3.1: Average classification results of various state-of-the-art Lan et al. (2010a)
and baseline methods on the dataset with 5 activities (left column) and 6
activities (right column). See text for details.
Average Accuracy: 70.9%
76.4% 5.8% 1.6% 16.2% 0.0%
4.2% 76.7% 14.1% 4.9% 0.1%
0.0% 20.8% 78.7% 0.2% 0.3%
41.6% 11.6% 9.5% 36.8% 0.6%



















76.5% 6.3% 1.6% 0.0% 0.0% 15.6%
4.8% 78.5% 12.8% 0.9% 3.1% 0.0%
0.2% 20.1% 78.5% 0.8% 0.4% 0.0%
2.8% 6.1% 6.5% 84.1% 0.5% 0.0%
11.1% 5.1% 2.9% 0.4% 80.5% 0.1%


























































Figure 3.5: The confusion tables using RSTV with MRF regularization on the dataset
with 5 activities (a) and 6 activities (b).
noted in the comparison between the second and fourth methods, a mere replacement
of the SVM classifier with a Random Forest does not yield an improvement in the
collective activity classification. The fifth method is the RSTV and the last is RSTV
equipped with MRF regularization. As shown in the table, the RSTV with MRF
method gives the most robustness in collective activity classification thanks to the
flexibility in learning the contextual information. All results presented are obtained
using a leave-one-video-out training and testing scheme. In the future, we plan to
study the statistical significance of the proposed algorithms using multiple datasets
as suggested by Demšar (2006).
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Accuracy vs # of trees
 
 
Figure 3.6: Classification accuracy by RSTV using different number of trees. As the
number of trees increases, the classification accuracy also improves and
converges at around 60 trees. The 5-category dataset is used in this
experiment. Vertical bars measure the standard deviation around the
average classification accuracy.
Fig.3.5 presents the confusion table for the collective activity dataset using the
RSTV with MRF regularization. In the 5 category dataset experiment, the most
confusion in classification occurs in discriminating the Crossing and Walking classes.
This seems reasonable since the two classes share similar spatio-temporal properties.
In the augmented 6 category experiment, the method produces more stable classifi-
cation results since each collective activity category has distinctive spatio-temporal
characteristics which can be more effectively captured by the crowd context descrip-
tors.
Since each tree in RSTV forest is trained using the bagging procedure, each tree
captures different spatio-temporal characteristics for each collective activity class.
Thus having larger number of trees would provide more robust classification results
in general. Such trend is shown in Fig.3.6. When only few trees are used in the
experiment, classification results by RSTV are rather unstable. As the number of
trees increases, the classifier becomes more robust and converges to the best accuracy
at 60 trees.
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Crossing Waiting Queuing Talking Dancing Jogging
Figure 3.7: Example results on the 6-category dataset using RSTV with MRF. Top 3
rows show examples of good classification and bottom row shows exam-
ples of false classification. The labels X (magenta), S (blue), Q (cyan),
T (orange), D (red), J (green) and NA (white) indicate crossing, waiting,
queuing, talking, dancing, jogging and not assigned, respectively. When
there is insufficient evidence to perform classification, the NA label is dis-
played. The misclassified results indicate that miss classifications mostly
occur between classes with similar structure. This figure is best viewed
in color.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have reviewed a recent formulation for classifying collective
activities that takes advantage of the concept of crowd context and introduced two
descriptors (STL and RSTV) to model the crowd context. Experimental evaluation
indicates that the crowd context is a powerful and robust source of information to
discriminate different types of collective activities.
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CHAPTER IV
Unified Model for Tracking Multiple Targets
and Recognizing Activities at Multiple Levels
There are many degrees of granularity with which we can understand the behavior
of people in video. We can detect and track the trajectory of a person (as discussed
in the chapter II), we can observe a person’s pose and discover what atomic activity
(e.g., walking) they are performing, we can determine an interaction activity (e.g.,
approaching) between two people, and we can identify the collective activity (e.g.,
gathering) of a group of people (as discussed in the chapter III). These different
levels of activity are clearly not independent: if everybody in a scene is walking, and
all possible pairs of people are approaching each other, it is very likely that they are
engaged in a gathering activity. Likewise, a person who is gathering with other people
is probably walking toward a central point of convergence, and this knowledge places
useful constraints on our estimation of their spatio-temporal trajectory.
Regardless of the level of detail required for a particular application, a powerful
activity recognition system will need to exploit the dependencies between different
levels of activity. Such a system should reliably and accurately: (i) identify stable
and coherent trajectories of individuals; (ii) estimate attributes, such as poses, and
infer atomic activities; (iii) discover the interactions between individuals; (iv) recog-
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.1: In this chapter, we aim at jointly and robustly tracking multiple targets
and recognizing the activities that such targets are performing. (a): The
collective activity “gathering” is characterized as a collection of interac-
tions (such as “approaching”) between individuals. Each interaction is
described by pairs of atomic activities (e.g. “facing-right” and “facing-
left”). Each atomic activity is associated with a spatial-temporal tra-
jectory (tracklet τ). We advocate that high level activity understanding
helps obtain more stable target trajectories. Likewise, robust trajecto-
ries enable more accurate activity understanding. (b): The hierarchical
relationship between atomic activities (A), interactions (I), and collec-
tive activity (C) in one time stamp is shown as a factor graph. Squares
and circles represent the potential functions and variables, respectively.
Observations are the tracklets associated with each individual along with
their appearance properties Oi as well as crowd context descriptor Oc
(Sec.4.2.1). (c): A collective activity at each time stamp is represented
as a collection of interactions within a temporal window. Interaction is
correlated with a pair of atomic activities within specified temporal win-
dow (Sec.4.2.2). Non-shaded nodes are associated with variables that
need to be estimated and shaded nodes are associated with observations.
nize any collective activities present in the scene. Even if the goal is only to track
individuals, this tracking can benefit from the scene’s context. Even if the goal is only
to characterize the behavior of a group of people, attention to pairwise interactions
can help.
Much of the existing literature on activity recognition and tracking (Scovanner and
Tappen (2009); Pellegrini et al. (2009); Leal-Taixe et al. (2011); Choi and Savarese
(2010); Khan et al. (2005); Yamaguchi et al. (2011); Intille and Bobick (2001); Li
et al. (2009); Lan et al. (2010b)) avoids the complexity of this context-rich approach
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by seeking to solve the problems in isolation. We instead argue that tracking, track
association, and the recognition of atomic activities, interactions, and group activities
must be performed completely and coherently. In this chapter, we introduce a model
that is both principled and solvable and that is the first to successfully bridge the
gap between tracking and group activity recognition (Fig.4.1).
4.1 Background
As discussed in the chapter II, target tracking is one of the oldest problems in
computer vision, but it is far from solved. In difficult scenes, tracks are not complete,
but are fragmented into tracklets. It is the task of the tracker to associate tracklets
in order to assemble complete tracks. Tracks are often fragmented due to occlusions.
Recent algorithms address this through the use of detection responses (Wu and Neva-
tia (2007); Ess et al. (2008)), and pairwise interaction models (Scovanner and Tappen
(2009); Pellegrini et al. (2009); Leal-Taixe et al. (2011); Choi and Savarese (2010);
Khan et al. (2005); Yamaguchi et al. (2011)). The interaction models, however, are
limited to a few hand-designed interactions, such as attraction and repulsion. Meth-
ods such as Rodriguez et al. (2009) leverage the consistency of the flow of crowds
with models from physics, but do not attempt to associate tracklets or understand
the actions of individuals. Zhang et al. (2008); Pirsiavash et al. (2011) formulate the
problem of multi-target tracking into a min-cost flow network based on linear/dynamic
programming. As also discussed in the chapter II, both model interactions between
people, they still rely on heuristics to guide the association process via higher level
semantics.
A number of methods have recently been proposed for action recognition by ex-
tracting sparse features by Dollar et al. (2005), correlated features by Savarese et al.
(2008), discovering hidden topic models by Niebles et al. (2008), or feature mining
by Liu et al. (2009). These works consider only a single person, and do not benefit
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from the contextual information available from recognizing interactions and activi-
ties. Ryoo and Aggarwal (2009) models the pairwise interactions between people, but
the model is limited to local motion features. Several works address the recognition
of planned group activities in football videos by modelling the trajectories of people
with Bayesian networks (Intille and Bobick (2001)), temporal manifold structures (Li
et al. (2009)), and non-stationary kernel hidden Markov models (Swears and Hoogs
(2011)). All these approaches, however, assume that the trajectories are available
(known). As discussed in the chapter III, Ni et al. (2009) recognizes group activities
by considering local causality information from each track, each pair of tracks, and
groups of tracks. Ryoo and Aggarwal (2010) models a group activity as a stochastic
collection of individual activities. None of these works exploit the contextual infor-
mation provided by collective activities to help identify targets or classify atomic
activities. Lan et al. (2010b) uses a hierarchical model to jointly classify the collec-
tive activities of all people in a scene, but they are restricted to modelling contextual
information in a single frame, without seeking to solve the track identification prob-
lem. Finally, Ramin Mehran and Shah (2009) recognizes the overall behavior of large
crowds using a social force model, but does not seek to specify the behaviour of each
individual.
The contributions of this chapter are four-fold: we propose (i) a model that merges
for the first time the problems of collective activity recognition and multiple target
tracking into a single coherent framework; (ii) a novel path selection algorithm that
leverages target interactions for guiding the process of associating targets; (iii) a
new hierarchical graphical model that encodes the correlation between activities at
different levels of granularity; (iv) quantitative evaluation on a number of challenging
datasets, showing superiority to the state-of-the-art.
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4.2 Modelling Collective Activity
Our model accomplishes collective activity classification by simultaneously esti-
mating the activity of a group of people (collective activity C), the pairwise relation-
ships between individuals (interactions activities I), and the specific activities of each
individual (atomic activities A) given a set of observations O (see Fig.4.1). A collec-
tive activity describes the overall behavior of a group of more than two people, such
as gathering, talking, and queuing. Interaction activities model pairwise relationships
between two people which can include approaching, facing-each-other and walking-
in-opposite-directions. The atomic activity collects semantic attributes of a tracklet,
such as poses (facing-front, facing-left) or actions (walking, standing). Feature ob-
servations O = (O1, O2, ...ON) operate at a low level, using tracklet-based features to
inform the estimation of atomic activities. Collective activity estimation is helped by
observations OC , which use features such as spatio-temporal local descriptors Choi
et al. (2009, 2011b) to encode the flow of people around individuals. At this time, we
assume that we are given a set of tracklets τ1, ..., τN that denote all targets’ spatial
location in 2D or 3D. These tracklets can be estimated using methods discussed in
the chapter II. Tracklet associations are denoted by T = (T1, T2, ..., TM) and indicate
the association of tracklets. We address the estimation of T in Sec.4.3.
The information extracted from tracklet-based observations O enables the recog-
nition of atomic activities A, which assist the recognition of interaction activities I,
which are used in the estimation of collective activities C. Concurrently, observa-
tions Oc provide evidence for recognizing C (see also the chapter III), which are used
as contextual clues for identifying I, which provide context for estimating A. The
bi-directional propagation of information makes it possible to classify C, A, and I
robustly, which in turn provides strong constraints for improving tracklet association
T . Given a video input, the hierarchical structure of our model is constructed dy-
namically. An atomic activity Ai is assigned to each tracklet τi (and observation Oi),
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Figure 4.2: (a): Each interaction is represented by a number of atomic activities
that are characterized by an action and pose label. For example, with
interaction I = standing-in-a-row, it is likely to observe two people with
both p = facing-left and a = standing-still, whereas it is less likely that one
person has p = facing-left and the other p = facing-right. (b): Collective
activity C is represented as a collection of interactions I. For example,
with C = talking collective activity, it is likely to observe the interaction
I34 = facing-each-other, and I23 = standing-side-by-side. The consistency
of C, I12, I23, I34 generates a high value for Ψ(C, I).
an interaction variable Iij is assigned to every pair of atomic activities that exist at
the same time, and all interaction variables within a temporal window are associated
with a collective activity C.
4.2.1 The model
The graphical model of our framework is shown in Fig.4.1. Let O = (O1, O2, ...ON)
be the N observations (visual features within each tracklet) extracted from video
V , where observation Oi captures appearance features si(t), such as histograms of
oriented gradients (HoG by Dalal and Triggs (2005)), and spatio-temporal features
ui(t), such as a bag of video words (BoV by Dollar et al. (2005)). t corresponds to a
specific time stamp within the set of frames TV = (t1, t2, ..., tZ) of video V , where Z
is the total number of frames in V . Each observation Oi can be seen as a realization
of the underlying atomic activity Ai of an individual. Let A = (A1, A2, ..., AN). Ai
includes pose labels pi(t) ∈ P , and action class labels ai(t) ∈ A at time t ∈ TV . P and
A denote the set of all possible pose (e.g, facing-front) and action (e.g, walking) labels,
respectively. I = (I12, I13, ..., IN−1N) denotes the interactions between all possible
(coexisting) pairs of Ai and Aj, where each Iij = (Iij(t1), ...Iij(tZ)) and Iij(t) ∈ I
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is the set of interaction labels such as approaching, facing-each-other and standing-
in-a-row. Similarly, C = (C(t1), ..., C(tZ)) and C(ti) ∈ C indicates the collective
activity labels of the video V , where C is the set of collective activity labels, such
as gathering, queueing, and talking. In this chapter, we assume there exists only one
collective activity at a certain time frame. Extensions to modelling multiple collective
activities will be addressed in the future. T describes the target (tracklet) associations
in the scene as explained in Sec.4.2.
We formulate the classification problem in an energy maximization framework (Le-
Cun et al. (2006)), with overall energy function Ψ(C, I, A,O, T ). The energy function
is modelled as the linear product of model weights w and the feature vector ψ :
Ψ(C, I, A,O, T ) = wTψ(C, I, A,O, T ) (4.1)
ψ(C, I, A,O, T ) is a vector composed of ψ1(·), ψ2(·), ..., ψm(·) where each feature ele-
ment encodes local relationships between variables and w, which is learned discrimi-
natively, is the set of model parameters. High energy potentials are associated with
configurations of A and I that tend to co-occur in training videos with the same collec-
tive activity C. For instance, the talking collective activity tends to be characterized
by interaction activities such as greeting, facing-each-other and standing-side-by-side,
as shown in Fig.4.2.
4.2.2 Model characteristics
The central idea of our model is that the atomic activities of individuals are highly
correlated with the overall collective activity, through the interactions between peo-
ple. This hierarchy is illustrated in Fig.4.1. Assuming the conditional independence
implied in our undirected graphical model, the overall energy function can be de-
composed as a summation of seven local potentials: Ψ(C, I), Ψ(C,O), Ψ(I, A, T ),
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Ψ(A,O), Ψ(C), Ψ(I), and Ψ(A). The overall energy function can easily be rep-
resented as in Eq.4.1 by rearranging the potentials and concatenating the feature
elements to construct the feature vector ψ. Each local potential corresponds to a
node (in the case of unitary terms), an edge (in the case of pairwise terms), or a high
order potential seen on the graph in Fig.4.1.(c): 1) Ψ(C, I) encodes the correlation
between collective activities and interactions (Fig.4.2.(b)). 2) Ψ(I, A, T ) models the
correlation between interactions and atomic activities (Fig.4.2.(a)). 3) Ψ(C), Ψ(I)
and Ψ(A) encode the temporal smoothness prior in each of the variables. 4) Ψ(C,O)
and Ψ(A,O) model the compatibility of the observations with the collective activity
and atomic activities, respectively.
Collective - Interaction Ψ(C, I): The function is formulated as a linear multi-class






waci · h(I, t;4tC)I(a, C(t)) (4.2)
where wi is the vector of model weights for each class of collective activity, h(I, t;4tC)
is an I dimensional histogram function of interaction labels around time t (within a
temporal window ±4tC), and I(·, ·) is an indicator function, that returns 1 if the two
inputs are the same and 0 otherwise.
Collective Activity Transition Ψ(C): This potential models the temporal smooth-








wabc I(a,C(t)) I(b, C(t + 1)) (4.3)
Interaction Transition Ψ(I) =
∑
i,j Ψ(Iij): This potential models the temporal








wabi I(a, Iij(t)) I(b, Iij(t + 1)) (4.4)
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Interaction - Atomic Ψ(I, A, T ) =
∑
i,j Ψ(Ai, Aj , Iij , T ): This encodes the correlation
between the interaction Iij and the relative motion between two atomic motions Ai
and Aj given all target associations T (more precisely the trajectories of Tk and Tl to
which τi and τj belong, respectively). The relative motion is encoded by the feature
vector ψ and the potential Ψ(Ai, Aj, Iij, T ) is modelled as:





waai · ψ(Ai, Aj, T, t;4tI) I(a, Iij) (4.5)
where ψ(Ai, Aj, T, t;4tI) is a vector representing the relative motion between two
targets within a temporal window (t−4tI , t+4tI) and waai is the model parameter
for each class of interaction. The feature vector is designed to encode the relationships
between the locations, poses, and actions of two people. See Appendix.A for details.
Note that since this potential incorporates information about the location of each
target, it is closely related to the problem of target association. The same potential
is used in both the activity classification and the multi-target tracking components
of our framework.
Atomic Prior Ψ(A): Assuming independence between pose and action, the function
is modelled as a linear sum of pose transition Ψp(A) and action transition Ψa(A). This
potential function is composed of two functions that encode the smoothness of pose
and action. Each of them is parameterized as the co-occurrence frequency of the pair
of variables similar to Ψ(Iij).
Observations Ψ(A,O) =
∑
i Ψ(Ai, Oi) and Ψ(C,O): these model the compatibility
of atomic (A) and collective (C) activity with observations (O). Details of the features
are explained in Sec.4.6.
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4.3 Multiple Target Tracking
Our multi-target tracking formulation follows the philosophy of Singh et al. (2008),
where tracks are obtained by associating corresponding tracklets. Unlike other meth-
ods, we leverage the contextual information provided by interaction activities to make
target association more robust. Here, we assume that a set of initial tracklets, atomic
activities, and interaction activities are given. We will discuss the joint estimation of
these labels in Sec.4.4.
As shown in Fig.4.3, tracklet association can be formulated as a min-cost network
problem (Zhang et al. (2008)), where the edge between a pair of nodes represents a
tracklet, and the black directed edges represent possible links to match two tracklets.
We refer the reader to Zhang et al. (2008); Pirsiavash et al. (2011) for the details of
network-flow formulations.
Given a set of tracklets τ1, τ2, ..., τN where τi = {xτi(ti0), ..., xτi(tie)} and x(t) is
a position at t, the tracklet association problem can be stated as that of finding
an unknown number M of associations T1, T2, ..., TM , where each Ti contains one or
more indices of tracklets. For example, one association may consist of tracklets 1
and 3: T1 = {1, 3}. To accomplish this, we find a set of possible paths between two





e + 1), ..., xpkij(t
j
0 − 1)} where the timestamps are in the temporal gap between
τi and τj. The association Ti can be redefined by augmenting the associated pair of
tracklets τi and τj with the match hypothesis pij. For example, T1 = {1, 3, 1-2-3}
indicates that tracklet 1 and 3 form one track and the second match hypothesis (the
solid edge between τ1 and τ3 in Fig. 4.3) connects them. Given human detections, we
can generate match hypotheses using the K-shortest path algorithm (Yen). Please
see Appendix.A for details.
Each match hypothesis has an associated cost value ckij that represents the validity
















Figure 4.3: The tracklet association problem is formulated as a min-cost flow net-
work (Zhang et al. (2008); Pirsiavash et al. (2011)). The network graph
is composed of two components: tracklets τ and path proposals p. In
addition to these two, we incorporate interaction potential to add robust-
ness in tracklet association. In this example, the interaction “standing-
in-a-row” helps reinforce the association between tracklets τ1 and τ3 and
penalizes the association between τ1 and τ4.
similarity. By limiting the number of hypotheses to a relatively small value of K, we
prune out a majority of the exponentially many hypotheses that could be generated
by raw detections. If we define the cost of entering and exiting a tracklet as cen and
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where f represent the flow variables, the first set of constraints is a set of binary
constraints and the second one captures the inflow-outflow constraints (we assume
all the tracklets are true). Later in this chapter, we will refer to S as the feasible
set for f that satisfies the above constraints. Once the flow variable f is specified,
it is trivial to obtain the tracklet association T through a mapping function T (f).
The above problem can be efficiently solved by binary integer programming, since
it involves only a few variables, with complexity O(KN) where N (the number of
tracklets) is typically a few hundred, and there are 2N equality constraints. Note
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that the number of nodes in Zhang et al. (2008); Pirsiavash et al. (2011) is usually in
the order of tens or hundreds of thousands.
One of the novelties of our framework lies in the contextual information that comes
from the interaction activity nodes. For the moment, assume that the interactions
I t12 between A1 and A2 are known. Then, selecting a match hypothesis f
k
ij should be
related with the likelihood of observing the interaction I t12. For instance, the red and
blue targets in Fig.4.3 are engaged in the standing-in-a-row interaction activity. If we
select the match hypothesis that links red with pink and blue with sky-blue (shown
with solid edges), then the interaction will be compatible with the links, since the
distance between red and blue is similar to that between pink/sky-blue. However, if
we select the match hypothesis that links red with green, this will be less compatible
with the standing-in-a-row interaction activity, because the green/pink distance is
less than the red/blue distance, and people do not tend to move toward each other
when they are in a queue. The potential Ψ(I, A, T ) (Sec.4.2.2) is used to enforce this
consistency between interactions and tracklet associations.
4.4 Unifying activity classification and tracklet association
The previous two sections present collective activity classification and multi-target
tracking as independent problems. In this section, we show how they can be modelled
in a unified framework. Let ŷ denote the desired solution of our unified problem. The
optimization can be written as:
ŷ = argmax
f,C,I,A




, s.t. f ∈ S (4.6)
where f is the binary flow variables, S is the feasible set of f , and C, I, A are activ-
ity variables. As noted in the previous section, the interaction potential Ψ(A, I, T )
involves the variables related to both activity classification (A, I) and tracklet as-
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sociation (T ). Thus, changing the configuration of interaction and atomic variables
affects not only the energy of the classification problem, but also the energy of the
association problem. In other words, our model is capable of propagating the infor-
mation obtained from collective activity classification to target association and from
target association to collective activity classification through Ψ(A, I, T ).
4.4.1 Inference
Since the interaction labels I and the atomic activity labels A guide the flow of
information between target association and activity classification, we leverage the
structure of our model to efficiently solve this complicated joint inference problem.
The optimization problem Eq.4.6 is divided into two sub problems and solved itera-
tively:
{Ĉ, Î, Â} = argmax
C,I,A
Ψ(C, I, A,O, T (f̂)) (4.7)
f̂ = argmin
f
cTf −Ψ(Î , Â, T (f)), s.t. f ∈ S (4.8)
Given f̂ (and thus T̂ ) the hierarchical classification problem is solved by applying
iterative Belief Propagation. Fixing the activity labels A and I, we solve the target
association problem by applying the Branch-and-Bound algorithm with a tight linear
Algorithm 3 Iterative Belief Propagation
Require: Given association T̂ and observation O.
Initialize C0, I0, A0
while Convergence, k++ do
Ck ⇐ argmaxC Ψ(C, Ik−1, Ak−1, O, T̂ )
for all ∀i ∈ A do
Aki ⇐ argmaxA Ψ(Ck, Ik−1, A,Ak−1\i , O, T̂ )
end for
for all ∀i ∈ I do




lower bound (see below for more details).
Iterative Belief Propagation. Due to the high order potentials in our model
(such as the Collective-Interaction potential), the exact inference of the all variables
is intractable. Thus, we propose an approximate inference algorithm that takes ad-
vantage of the structure of our model. Since each type of variable forms a simple
chain in the temporal direction (see Fig.4.1), it is possible to obtain the optimal
solution given all the other variables by using belief propagation (Felzenszwalb and
Huttenlocher (2006)). The iterative belief propagation algorithm is grounded in this
intuition, and is shown in detail in Alg.4.
Target Association Algorithm. We solve the association problem by using the
Branch-and-Bound method. Unlike the original min-cost flow network problem, the
interaction terms introduce a quadratic relationship between flow variables. Note that
we need to choose at most two flow variables to specify one interaction feature. For
instance, if there exist two different tails of tracklets at the same time stamp, we need
to specify two of the flows out of seven flows to compute the interaction potential as
shown in Fig.4.3. This leads to a non-convex binary quadratic programming problem





fTHf + cTf, s.t. f ∈ S (4.9)
To tackle this issue, we use a Branch-and-Bound (BB) algorithm with a novel tight
lower bound function given by hTf ≤ 1
2
fTHf, ∀f ∈ S. See Appendix.A for details
about variable selection, lower and upper bounds, and definitions of the BB algorithm.
4.5 Model Learning
Given the training videos, the model is learned in a two-stage process: i) learning
the observation potentials Ψ(A,O) and Ψ(C,O). This is done by learning each ob-
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servation potential Ψ(·) independently using multiclass SVM (Weston and Watkins
(1998)). ii) learning the model weights w for the full model in a max-margin frame-
work as follows. Given a set of N training videos (xn, yn), n = 1, ..., N , where xn is
the observations from each video and yn is a set of labels, we train the global weight
w in a max-margin framework. Specifically, we employ the cutting plane training
algorithm described in Joachims et al. (2009) to solve this optimization problem. We
incorporate the inference algorithm described in Sec.4.4.1 to obtain the most violated
constraint in each iteration (Joachims et al. (2009)). To improve computational effi-
ciency, we train the model weights related to activity potentials first, and train the
model weights related to tracklet association using the learnt activity models.
4.6 Experimental Validation
Implementation details. Our algorithm assumes that the inputs O are avail-
able. These inputs are composed of collective activity features, tracklets, appearance
feature, and spatio-temporal features as discussed in Sec.4.2.1. Given a video, we
obtain tracklets using a proper tracking method (see text below for details). Once
tracklets O are obtained, we compute two visual features (the histogram of oriented
gradients (HoG) decriptors by Dalal and Triggs (2005) and the bag of video words
(BoV) histogram by Dollar et al. (2005)) in order to classify poses and actions, re-
spectively. The HoG is extracted from an image region within the bounding box of
the tracklets and the BoV is constructed by computing the histogram of video-words
within the spatio-temporal volume of each tracklet. To obtain the video-words, we
apply PCA (with 200 dimensions) and the k-means algorithm (100 codewords) on
the cuboids obtained by Dollar et al. (2005). Finally, the collective activity features
are computed using the STL descriptor (chapter III) on tracklets and pose classifi-
cation estimates. We adopt the same parameters used in the chapter III for STL
construction (8 meters for maximum radius and 60 frames for the temporal support).
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Since we are interested in labelling one collective activity per one time slice (i.e. a set
of adjacent time frames), we take the average of all collected STL in the same time
slice to generate an observation for C. In addition, we append the mean of the HoG
descriptors obtained from all people in the scene to encode the shape of people in a
certain activity. Instead of directly using raw features from HoG, BoV, and STL, we
train multiclass SVM classifiers (Joachims et al. (2009)) for each of the observations
to keep the size of parameters within a reasonable bound. In the end, each of the
observation features is represented as a |P|, |A|, and |C| dimensional features, where
each dimension of the features is the classification score given by the SVM classifier.
In the experiments, we use the SVM response for C as a baseline method (Tab.4.1
and Fig.4.4).
Given tracklets and associated pose/action features O, a temporal sequence of
atomic activity variables Ai is assigned to each tracklet τi. For each pair of coexisting
Ai and Aj, Iij describes the interaction between the two. Since I is defined over
a certain temporal support (4tI), we sub-sample every 10th frames to assign an
interaction variable. Finally, one C variable is assigned in every 20 frames with a
temporal support4tC . We present experimental results using different choices of4tI
and 4tC , (Tab.4.2). Given tracklets and observations (O and OC), the classification














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Datasets and experimental setup. We present experimental results on the col-
lective activity dataset introduced in the chapter III and a newly proposed dataset.
The first dataset is composed of 44 video clips with annotations for 5 collective activ-
ities (crossing, waiting, queuing, walking, and talking) and 8 poses (right, right-front,
..., right-back). In addition to these labels, we annotate the target correspondence,
action labels and interaction labels for all sequences. We define the 8 types of inter-
actions as approaching (AP), leaving (LV), passing-by (PB), facing-each-other (FE),
walking-side-by-side (WS), standing-in-a-row (SR), standing-side-by-side (SS) and
no-interaction (NA). The categories of atomic actions are defined as: standing and
walking. Due to a lack of standard experimental protocol on this dataset, we adopt
two experimental scenarios. First, we divide the whole set into 4 subsets without
overlap of videos and perform 4-fold training and testing. Second, we divide the set
into separate training and testing sets as suggested by Lan et al. (2010b). Since the
first setup provides more data to be analysed, we run the main analysis with the
setup and use the second for comparison against Lan et al. (2010b).
The second dataset is composed of 32 video clips with 6 collective activities: gath-
ering, talking, dismissal, walking together, chasing, queueing. For this dataset, we
define 9 interaction labels: approaching (AP), walking-in-opposite-direction (WO),
facing-each-other (FE), standing-in-a-row (SR), walking-side-by-side (WS), walking-
one-after-the-other (WR), running-side-by-side (RS), runn ing-one-after-the-other
(RR), and no-interaction (NA). The atomic actions are labelled as walking, standing
still, and running. We define 8 poses similarly to the first dataset. We divide the
whole set into 3 subsets and run 3-fold training and testing. For this dataset, we
obtain the tracklets using the method by Pirsiavash et al. (2011) and create back
projected 3D trajectories using the simplified camera model (Hoiem et al. (2008)).
Results and Analysis.
We analyze the behavior of the proposed model by disabling the connectivity be-
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59.4% 12.4% 4.8% 21.7% 1.6%
3.4% 81.9% 2.9% 9.8% 2.0%
6.8% 12.2% 80.6% 0.4% 0.0%
29.5% 10.0% 2.0% 58.6% 0.0%



































Average Accuracy: 73.3% / 72.5%
61.3% 9.5% 2.8% 24.5% 2.0%
2.4% 82.9% 4.4% 7.8% 2.4%
4.6% 0.0% 95.4% 0.0% 0.0%
29.0% 4.8% 1.2% 65.1% 0.0%



































Average Accuracy: 79.9% / 79.1%
(a) baseline (b) ours
Average Accuracy: 74.3% / 77.4%
50.0% 14.5% 11.3% 21.0% 1.6% 1.6%
8.6% 72.7% 0.3% 1.2% 0.0% 17.2%
16.4% 13.1% 49.2% 19.7% 1.6% 0.0%
2.1% 1.4% 6.3% 83.2% 4.9% 2.1%
3.2% 0.0% 0.0% 1.6% 95.2% 0.0%











































43.5% 0.0% 9.7% 0.0% 0.0%
0.6% 82.2% 2.5% 2.5% 0.0% 12.3%
0.0% 19.7% 77.0% 3.3% 0.0% 0.0%
1.8% 6.0% 2.8% 87.4% 0.4% 1.8%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 8.1% 91.9% 0.0%
0.0% 6.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 93.4%












































(c) baseline (d) ours
Figure 4.4: (a) and (b) shows the confusion table for collective activity using baseline
method (SVM response for C) and proposed method on the collective
activity dataset, respectively. (c) and (d) compare the two methods on
newly proposed dataset. In both cases, our full model improves the accu-
racy significantly over the baseline method. The numbers on top of each
table show mean-per-class and overall accuracies.
tween various variables of the graphical structure (see Tab.4.1 and Fig.4.4 for details).
We study the classification accuracy of collective activities C and interaction activ-
ities I. As seen in the Tab.4.1, the best classification results are obtained by our
full model. Since the dataset is unbalanced, we present both overall accuracy and
mean-per-class accuracy, denoted as Ovral and Mean in Tab.4.1 and Tab.4.2.
Next, we analyse the model by varying the parameter values that define the tem-
poral supports of collective and interaction activities (4tC and4tI). We run different
experiments by fixing one of the temporal supports to a reference value and change
the other. As any of the temporal supports becomes larger, the collective and in-
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teraction activity variables are connected with a larger number of interactions and
atomic activity variables, respectively, which provides richer coupling between vari-
ables across labels of the hierarchy and, in turn, enables more robust classification
results (Tab.4.2). Notice that, however, by increasing connectivity, the graphical
structure becomes more complex and thus inference becomes less manageable.
Since previous works adopt different ways of calculating the accuracy of the col-
lective activity classification, a direct comparison of the results may not be appro-
priate. STL and RSTV (described in the chapter III) adopt leave-one-video-out
training/testing and evaluate per-person collective activity classification. Lan et al.
(2010b) train their model on three fourths of the dataset, test on the remaining fourth
and evaluate per-scene collective activity classification. To compare against the re-
sults obtained in the chapter III, we assign the per-scene collective activity labels
that we obtain with four-fold experiments to each individual. We obtain an accuracy
of 74.4% which is superior than 65.9% and 70.9% reported in the chapter III. In
addition, we run the experiments on the same training/testing split of the dataset
suggested by Lan et al. (2010b) and achieve competitive accuracy (80.4% overall and
75.7% mean-per-class compared to 79.1% overall and 77.5% mean-per-class, respec-
tively, reported in Lan et al. (2010b)). Anecdotal results are shown in the Fig.B.2.
Tab.4.3 summarizes the tracklet association accuracy of our method. The as-
sociation accuracy is measured using the Match Error Correction Rate (MECR)
# error in tracklet − # error in result
# error in tracklet
. In this experiment, we test three different algo-
rithms for tracklet matching : pure match, linear model, and full quadratic model.
Match represents the max-flow method without interaction potential (only appear-
ance, motion and detection scores are used). Linear model represents our model
where the quadratic relationship is ignored and only the linear part of the interaction
potentials is considered (e.g. those interactions that are involved in selecting only one
path). The Quadratic model represents our full Branch-and-Bound method for target
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Figure 4.5: Anecdotal results on different types of collective activities. In each image,
we show the collective activity estimated by our method. Interactions be-
tween people are denoted by the dotted line that connects each pair of
people. To make the visualization more clear, we only show interactions
that are not labeled as NA (no interaction). Anecdotal results on the col-
lective activity dataset and the newly proposed dataset are shown on the
top and bottom rows, respectively. Our method automatically discovers
the interactions occurring within each collective activity; e.g. walking-
side-by-side (denoted as WS) occurs with crossing or walking, whereas
standing-side-by-side (SS) occurs with waiting. See text for the definition
of other acronyms.
association. The estimated activity labels are assigned to each variable for the two
methods. We also show the accuracy of association when ground truth (GT) activity
labels are provided, in the fourth and fifth columns of the table. The last column
shows the number of association errors in the initial input tracklets. In these experi-
ments, we adopt the same four fold training/testing and three fold training/testing for
the collective activity dataset and newly proposed dataset, respectively. Note that, in
the collective activity dataset, there exist 1821 tracklets with 1556 match errors in to-
tal. In the new dataset, which includes much less crowded sequences than the former,
there exist 474 tracklets with 604 errors in total. As the Tab.4.3 shows, we achieve
significant improvement over baseline method (Match) using the collective activity
dataset as it is more challenging and involves a large number of people (more infor-
mation from interactions). On the other hand, we observe a smaller improvement in
matching targets in the second dataset, since it involves few people (typically 2 ∼ 3)
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and is less challenging (note that the baseline (Match) already achieves 81% correct
match). Experimental results obtained with ground truth activity labels (Linear GT
and Quad. GT ) suggest that better activity recognition would yield more accurate

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In this chapter, we present a new framework to coherently identify target asso-
ciations and classify collective activities. We demonstrate that collective activities
provide critical contextual cues for making target association more robust and sta-
ble; in turn, the estimated trajectories as well as atomic activity labels allow the
construction of more accurate interaction and collective activity models.
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CHAPTER V
Understanding Indoor Scenes using
3D Geometric Phrases
Consider the scene in Fig. 5.1.(a). A scene classifier will tell you, with some
uncertainty, that this is a dining room ( Pandey and Lazebnik (2011); Quattoni and
Torralba (2009); Lazebnik et al. (2006); Fei-Fei and Perona (2005)). A layout estima-
tor (Hoiem et al. (2007); Hedau et al. (2009); Lee et al. (2009); Wang et al. (2010))
will tell you, with different uncertainty, how to fit a box to the room. An object de-
tector (Leibe et al. (2004); Dalal and Triggs (2005); Felzenszwalb et al. (2010); Xiang
and Savarese (2012)) will tell you, with large uncertainty, that there is a dining table
and four chairs. Each algorithm provides important but uncertain and incomplete
piece of information. This is because the scene is cluttered with objects which tend to
occlude each other: the dining table occludes the chairs, the chairs occlude the dining
table; all of these occlude the room layout components (i.e. the walls and floor).
It is clear that truly understanding a scene involves integrating information at
multiple levels as well as studying the interactions between scene elements. A scene-
object interaction describes the way a scene type (e.g. a dining room or a bedroom)
influences objects’ presence, and vice versa. An object-layout interaction describes
the way the layout (e.g. the 3D configuration of walls, floor and observer’s pose) biases











 4:Dining Table 
(b) Scene model (c) 3DGP
(a) Image
diningroom
(d) 3D model (e) Final labeling
Figure 5.1: Our unified model combines object detection, layout estimation and scene
classification. A single input image (a) is described by a scene model (b),
with the scene type and layout at the root, and objects as leaves. The
middle nodes are latent 3D Geometric Phrases, such as (c), describing the
3D relationships among objects (d). Scene understanding means finding
the correct parse graph, producing a final labeling (e) of the objects in 3D
(bounding cubes), the object groups (dashed white lines), the room layout,
and the scene type.
the placement of objects in the image, and vice versa. An object-object interaction
describes the way objects and their pose affect each other (e.g. a dining table suggests
that a set of chairs are to be found around it). Combining predictions at multiple
levels into a global estimate can improve each individual prediction. As part of a
larger system, understanding a scene semantically and functionally will allow us to
make predictions about the presence and locations of unseen objects within the space.
We propose a method that can automatically learn the interactions among scene
elements and apply them to the holistic understanding of indoor scenes. This scene
interpretation is performed within a hierarchical interaction model and derived from a
single image. The model fuses together object detection, layout estimation and scene
classification to obtain a unified estimate of the scene composition. The problem is
formulated as image parsing in which a parse graph must be constructed for an image
as in Fig. 5.1.(b). At the root of the parse graph is the scene type and layout while the
leaves are the individual detections of objects. In between is the core of the system,
our novel 3D Geometric Phrases (3DGP) (Fig. 5.1.(c)).
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A 3DGP encodes geometric and semantic relationships between groups of objects
which frequently co-occur in spatially consistent configurations. As opposed to pre-
vious approaches such as Desai et al. (2011); Sadeghi and Farhadi (2011), the 3DGP
is defined using 3D spatial information, making the model rotation and viewpoint in-
variant. Grouping objects together provides contextual support to boost weak object
detections, such as the chair that is occluded by the dining table.
Training this model involves both discovering a set of 3DGPs and estimating the
parameters of the model. We present a new learning scheme which discovers 3DGPs
in an unsupervised manner, avoiding expensive and ambiguous manual annotation.
This allows us to extract a few useful sets of GPs among exponentially many possible
configurations. Once a set of 3DGPs is selected, the model parameters can be learned
in a max-margin framework. Given the interdependency between the 3DGPs and the
model parameters, the learning process is performed iteratively (Sec. 5.4).
To explain a new image, a parse graph must estimate the scene semantics, layout,
objects and 3DGPs, making the space of possible graphs quite large and of variable
dimension. To efficiently search this space during inference, we present a novel combi-
nation of bottom-up clustering with top-down Reversible Jump Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (RJ-MCMC) sampling (Sec. 5.3).
As a result of the rich contextual relationships captured by our model, it can
provide scene interpretations from a single image in which i) objects and space in-
teract in a physically valid way, ii) objects occur in an appropriate scene type, iii)
the object set is self-consistent and iv) configurations of objects are automatically
discovered (Fig. 5.1.(d,e)). We quantitatively evaluate our model on a novel chal-
lenging dataset, the indoor-scene-object dataset. Experiments show our hierarchical
scene model constructed upon 3DGPs improves object detection, layout estimation
and semantic classification accuracy in challenging scenarios which include occlusions,
clutter and intra-class variation.
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5.1 Background
Image understanding has been explored on many levels, including object detection,
scene classification and geometry estimation.
The performance of generic object recognition has improved recently thanks to
the introduction of more powerful feature representations (Lowe (2004); Dalal and
Triggs (2005)). Felzenszwalb et al. (2010) proposed a deformable part model (DPM)
composed of multiple HoG components which shows promising performance for single
objects. To improve detection robustness, the interactions between objects can be
modeled. Category-specific 2D spatial interactions have been modeled via contextual
features by Desai et al. (2011), whereas Sadeghi and Farhadi (2011) model groups of
objects as visual phrases in 2D image space that are determined by a domain expert.
Li et al. (2012) identify a set of useful visual phrases from a training set using only 2D
spatial consistency. Improving upon these, Desai et al. (2011) propose a method that
can encode detailed pose relationships between co-appearing objects in 2D image
space. In contrast to these approaches, our 3DGPs are capable of encoding both
3D geometric and contextual interactions among objects and can be automatically
learned from training data.
Researchers have also looked at the geometric configuration of a scene. Hoiem
et al. (2007) proposed to classify image segments into geometric categories using mul-
tiple features. Geiger et al. (2011) related traffic patterns and vanishing points in
3D. To obtain physically consistent representations, Gupta et al. (2010) incorporated
the concept of physical gravity and reasoned about object supports. Several meth-
ods attempt to specifically solve indoor layout estimation (Hedau et al. (2009, 2010);
Wang et al. (2010); Zhao and Zhu (2011); Pero et al. (2012); Schwing and Urtasun
(2012); Satkin et al. (2012)). Hedau et al. (2009, 2010) proposed a formulation using
a cubic room representation and showed that layout estimation can improve object
detection. This initial attempt demonstrated promising results, however experiments
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were limited to a single object type (bed) and a single room type (bedroom). Other
methods by Lee et al. (2010); Zhao and Zhu (2011) have proposed to improve layout
estimation by analyzing the consistency between layout and the geometric proper-
ties of objects without accounting for the specific categorical nature of such objects.
Fouhey et al. (2012) incorporated human pose estimation into indoor scene layout
understanding. However, Fouhey et al. (2012) does not capture relationships between
objects or between an object and the scene type.
A body of work has focused on classifying images into semantic scene cate-
gories (Fei-Fei and Perona (2005); Pandey and Lazebnik (2011); Quattoni and Tor-
ralba (2009); Lazebnik et al. (2006)). Li et al. (2010) proposed an approach called
object bank to model the correlation between objects and scene by encoding object
detection responses as features in a SPM and predicting the scene type. They did
not, however, explicitly reason about the relationship between the scene and its con-
stituent objects, nor the geometric correlation among objects. Recently, Pandey and
Lazebnik (2011) used a latent DPM model to capture the spatial configuration of
objects in a scene type. This spatial representation is 2D image-based, which makes
it sensitive to viewpoint variations. In our approach, we instead define the spatial
relationships among objects in 3D, making them invariant to viewpoint and scale
transformation. Finally, the latent DPM model assumes that the number of objects
per scene is fixed, whereas our scene model allows an arbitrary number of 3DGPs per
scene.
5.2 Scene Model using 3D Geometric Phrases
The high-level goal of our system is to take a single image of an indoor scene and
classify its scene semantics (such as room type), spatial layout, constituent objects
and object relationships in a unified manner. We begin by describing the unified
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Figure 5.2: Two possible parse graph hypotheses for an image - on the left an incom-
plete interpretation (where no 3DGP is used) and on the right complete
interpretation (where a 3DGP is used). The root node S describes the
scene type s1, s3 (bedroom or livingroom) and layout hypothesis l3, l5 (red
lines), while other white and skyblue round nodes represent objects and
3DGPs, respectively. The square nodes (o1, ..., o10) are detection hypothe-
ses obtained by object detectors such as Felzenszwalb et al. (2010) (black
boxes). Weak detection hypotheses (dashed boxes) may not be properly
identified in isolation (left). A 3DGP, such that indicated by the skyblue
node, can help transfer contextual information from the left sofa (strong
detections denoted by solid boxes) to the right sofa.
Image parsing is formulated as an energy maximization problem (Sec. 5.2.1),
which attempts to identify the parse graph that best fits the image observations. At
the core of this formulation is our novel 3D Geometric Phrase (3DGP), which is the
key ingredient in parse graph construction (Sec. 5.2.2). The 3DGP model facilitates
the transfer of contextual information from a strong object hypothesis to a weaker
one when the configuration of the two objects agrees with a learned geometric phrase
(Fig. 5.2 right).
Our scene model M = (Π, θ) contains two elements; the 3DGPs Π = {π1, ..., πN}
and the associated parameters θ. A single 3DGP πi defines a group of object types
(e.g. sofa, chair, table, etc.) and their 3D spatial configuration, as in Fig. 5.1(d).
Unlike Zhao and Zhu (2011), which requires a training set of hand crafted composition
rules and learns only the rule parameters, our method automatically learns the set
of 3DGPs from training data via our novel training algorithm (Sec. 5.4). The model
parameter θ includes the observation weights α, β, γ, the semantic and geometric
context model weights η, ν, the pair-wise interaction model µ, and the parameters λ
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associated with the 3DGP (see eq. 5.1).
We define a parse graph G={S,V} as a collection of nodes describing geometric
and semantic properties of the scene. S = (C,H) is the root node containing the scene
semantic class variable C and layout of the room H, and V= {V1, ..., Vn} represents
the set of non-root nodes. An individual Vi specifies an object detection hypothesis
or a 3DGP hypothesis, as shown in Fig. 5.2. We represent an image observation
I = {Os, Ol, Oo} as a set of hypotheses with associated confidence values as follows.
Oo={o1, ..., on} are object detection hypotheses, Ol={l1, ..., lm} are layout hypotheses
and Os={s1, ..., sk} are scene types (Sec. 5.2.3).
Given an image I and scene model M, our goal is to identify the parse graph
G= {S,V} that best fits the image. A graph is selected by i) choosing a scene type
among the hypotheses Os, ii) choosing the scene layout from the layout hypotheses
Ol, iii) selecting positive detections (shown as o1, o3, and o10 in Fig. 5.2) among the
detection hypotheses Oo, and iv) selecting compatible 3DGPs (Sec. 5.3).
5.2.1 Energy Model
Image parsing is formulated as an energy maximization problem. Let VT be the
set of nodes associated with a set of detection hypotheses (objects) and VI be the set
of nodes corresponding to 3DGP hypotheses, with V=VT ∪VI . Then, the energy of
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parse graph G given an image I is:
EΠ,θ(G, I) = α
>φ(C,Os)︸ ︷︷ ︸
scene observation

























λ>ϕ(V,Ch(V ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
3DGP
(5.1)
where φ(·) are unary observation features for semantic scene type, layout estimation
and object detection hypotheses, ψ(·) are contextual features that encode the compat-
ibility between semantic scene type and objects, and the geometric context between
layout and objects, and ϕ(·) are the interaction features that describe the pairwise
interaction between two objects and the compatibility of a 3DGP hypothesis. Ch(V )
is the set of child nodes of V .
Observation Features: The observation features φ and corresponding model pa-
rameters α, β, γ capture the compatibility of a scene type, layout and object hy-
pothesis with the image, respectively. For instance, one can use the spatial pyramid
matching (SPM) classifier (Lazebnik et al. (2006)) to estimate the scene type, the
indoor layout estimator (Hedau et al. (2009)) for determining layout and Deformable
Part Model (DPM) (Felzenszwalb et al. (2010)) for detecting objects. In practice,
rather than learning the parameters for the feature vectors of the observation model,
we use the confidence values given by SPM (Lazebnik et al. (2006)) for scene classifi-
cation, from (Hedau et al. (2009)) for layout estimation, and from the DPM (Felzen-
szwalb et al. (2010)) for object detection. To allow bias between different types of
objects, a constant 1 is appended to the detection confidence, making the feature
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two-dimensional as in Desai et al. (2011) 1.
Geometric and Semantic Context Features: The geometric and semantic con-
text features ψ encode the compatibility between object and scene layout, and object
and scene type. As discussed in Sec. 5.2.3, a scene layout hypothesis li is expressed
using a 3D box representation and an object detection hypothesis pi is expressed using
a 3D cuboid representation. The compatibility between an object and the scene lay-
out (ν>ψ(V,H)) is computed by measuring to what degree an object penetrates into
a wall. For each wall, we measure the object-wall penetration by identifying which
(if any) of the object cuboid bottom corners intersects with the wall and computing
the (discretized) distance to the wall surface. The distance is 0 if none of the corners
penetrate a wall. The object-scene type compatibility, η>ψ(V,C), is defined by the
object and scene-type co-occurrence probability.
Interaction Features: The interaction features ϕ are composed of an object over-
lap feature µ>ϕ(V,W ) and a 3DGP feature λ>ϕ(V,Ch(V )). We encode the overlap
feature ϕ(V,W ) as the amount of object overlap. In the 2D image plane, the over-
lap feature is A(V ∩W )/A(V ) + A(V ∩W )/A(W ) where A(·) is the area function.
This feature enables the model to learn inhibitory overlapping constraints similar to
traditional non-maximum suppression (Dalal and Triggs (2005)).
5.2.2 The 3D Geometric Phrase Model
The 3DGP feature allows the model to favor a group of objects that are commonly
seen in a specific 3D spatial configuration, e.g. a coffee table in front of a sofa. The
preference for these configurations is encoded in the 3DGP model by a deformation
cost and view-dependent biases (eq. 5.2).
Given a 3DGP node V , the spatial deformation (dxi, dzi) of a constituent object
is a function of the difference between the object instance location oi and the learned
1This representation ensures that all observation feature associated to a detection has value
distributed from negative to positive, so that graphs with different number of objects are comparable.
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expected location ci with respect to the centroid of the 3DGP (the mean location of
all constituent objects mV ). Similarly, the angular deformation dai is computed as
the difference between the object instance orientation ai and the learned expected
orientation αi with respect to the orientation of the 3DGP (the direction from the
first to the second object, aV ). Additionally, 8 view-point dependent biases for each
3DGP encode the amount of occlusion expected from different view-points. Given a
3DGP node V and the associated model πk, the potential function can be written as
follows:
λ>k ϕk(V,Ch(V )) =
∑
p∈P





k(dxi, dzi, dai) (5.2)
where λk = {bk, dk}, P is the space of discretized orientations of the 3DGP and
ϕd(dxi, dzi, dai) = {dx2i , dz2i , da2i }. The parameters dik for the deformation cost ϕik
penalize configurations in which an object is too far from the anchor. The view-
dependent bias bpk “rewards” spatial configurations and occlusions that are consistent
with the camera location. The amount of occlusion and overlap among objects in
a 3DGP depends on the view point; the view-dependent bias encodes occlusion and
overlap reasoning. Notice that the spatial relationships among objects in a 3DGP
encodes their relative positions in 3D space, so the 3DGP model is rotation and view-
point invariant. Previous work which encoded the 2D spatial relationships between
objects (Sadeghi and Farhadi (2011); Li et al. (2012); Desai et al. (2011)) required
large numbers of training images to capture the appearance of co-occuring objects.
On the other hand, our 3DGP requires only a few training examples since it has only
a few model parameters thanks to the invariance property.2
2Although the view-dependent biases are not view-point invariant, there are still only a few
parameters (8 views per 3DGP).
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5.2.3 Objects in 3D Space
We propose to represent objects in 3D space instead of 2D image space. The
advantages of encoding objects in 3D are numerous. In 3D, we can encode geometric
relationships between objects in a natural way (e.g. 3D euclidean distance) as well as
encode constraints between objects and the space (e.g. objects cannot penetrate walls
or floors). To keep our model tractable, we represent an object by its 3D bounding
cuboid, which requires only 7 parameters (3 centroid coordinates, 3 dimension sizes
and 1 orientation.) Each object class is associated to a different prototypical bounding
cuboid which we call the cuboid model (which was acquired from the commercial
website www.ikea.com similarly to Pero et al. (2012).) Unlike Hedau et al. (2010),
we do not assume that objects’ faces are parallel to the wall orientation, making our
model more general.
Similarly to Hedau et al. (2009); Lee et al. (2010); Wang et al. (2010), we represent
the indoor space by the 3D layout of 5 orthogonal faces (floor, ceiling, left, center,
and right wall), as in Fig. 5.1(e). Given an image, the intrinsic camera parameters
and rotation with respect to the room space (K,R) are estimated using the three
orthogonal vanishing points (Hedau et al. (2009)). For each set of layout faces, we
obtain the corresponding 3D layout by back-projecting the intersecting corners of
walls.
An object’s cuboid can be estimated from a single image given a set of known
object cuboid models and an object detector that estimates the 2D bounding box
and pose (Sec. 5.5). From the cuboid model of the identified object, we can uniquely
identify the 3D cuboid centroid O that best fits the 2D bounding box detection o and
pose p by solving following optimization.
Ô = argmin
O
||o− P (O, p,K,R)||22 (5.3)
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where P (·) is a projection function that projects 3D cuboid O and generates a bound-
ing box in the image plane. The above optimization is quickly solved with a simplex
search method (Lagarias et al. (1998)). In order to obtain robust 3D localization of
each objects and disambiguate the size of the room space given a layout hypothesis,
we estimate the camera height (ground plane location) by assuming all objects are
lying on a common ground plane. More details are discussed in the appendix B.
5.3 Inference
In our formulation, performing inference is equivalent to finding the best parse
graph specifying the scene type C, layout estimation H, positive object hypotheses




Finding the optimal configuration that maximizes the energy function is NP-hard; as-
signing binary values to the detection hypotheses requires exponential time. To make
this problem tractable, we introduce a novel bottom-up and top-down compositional
inference scheme. Inference is performed for each scene type separately, so scene type
is considered given in the remainder of this section.
Bottom-up: During bottom-up clustering, the algorithm finds all candidate 3DGP
nodes Vcand = VT ∪ VI given detection hypothesis Oo (Fig. 5.3 top). The procedure
starts by assigning one node Vt to each detection hypothesis ot, creating a set of
candidate terminal nodes (leaves) VT = {V1T , ...,VKoT }, where Ko is the number of
object categories. By searching over all combinations of objects in VT , a set of 3DGP
nodes, VI = {V1I , ...,V
KGP
I }, is formed, where KGP denotes the cardinality of the
learned 3DGP model Π given by the training procedure (Sec. 5.4). A 3DGP node Vi
is considered valid if it matches the spatial configuration of a learned 3DGP model
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πk. Regularization is performed by measuring the energy gain obtained by including
Vi in the parse graph.
To illustrate, suppose we have a parse graph G that contains the constituent
objects of Vi but not Vi itself. If a new parse graph G
′ ← G ∪ Vi has higher energy
0 < EΠ,θ(G
′, I) − EΠ,θ(G, I) = λ>k ϕk(Vi, Ch(Vi)), then Vi is considered as a valid
candidate. In other words, let πk define the 3DGP model shown in Fig. 5.4(c). To
find all candidate 3DGP nodes VkI for πk, we search over all possible configurations
of selecting one terminal node among the sofa hypotheses VsofaT and one among the
table hypotheses VtableT . Among those, only candidates that satisfy the regularity
criteria are accepted as valid. In practice, this bottom-up search can be performed
very efficiently (less than a minute per image) since there are typically few detection
hypotheses per object type.
Top-down: Given all possible sets of nodes Vcand, the optimal parse graph G is found
via Reversible Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo (RJ-MCMC) sampling (Fig. 5.3
bottom). To efficiently explore the space of parse graphs, we propose 4 reversible
jump moves, layout selection, add, delete and switch. Starting from an initial parse
graph G0, the RJ-MCMC sampling draws a new parse graph by sampling a random
jump move, and the new sample is either accepted or rejected following Metropolis-
Hasting rule. After N iterations, the graph that maximizes the energy function
argmaxGE(G, I) is selected as the solution. The initial parse graph is obtained by 1)
selecting the layout with highest observation likelihood (Hedau et al. (2009)) and 2)
greedily adding object hypotheses that most improve the energy, similarly to Desai
et al. (2011). The RJ-MCMC jump moves used with a parse graph at inference step
k are defined as follows.
Layout selection: This move generates a new parse graph Gk+1 by changing the
layout hypothesis. Among |L| possible layout hypotheses (given by Hedau et al.
(2009)), one is randomly drawn with probability exp(lk)/
∑|L|
















































Figure 5.3: Bottom-up: Candidate objects VT and 3DGP nodes VI are vetted by
measuring spatial regularity. Red, green and blue boxes indicate sofas,
tables and chairs. Black boxes are candidate 3DGP nodes. Top-down:
the Markov chain is defined by 3 RJ-MCMC moves on the parse graph
Gk. Given Gk, a new G
′ is proposed via one move and acceptance to
become Gk+1 is decided using the Metropolis-Hasting rule. Moves are
shown in the bottom-right subfigures. Red and white dotted boxes are
new and removed hypotheses, respectively.
score of the kth hypothesis.
Add: This move adds a new 3DGP or object node from Vi ∈Vcand\Gk into Gk+1.
To improve the odds of picking a valid detection, a node is sampled with probability
exp(si)/
∑|Vcand\Gk|
j exp(sj), where si is the aggregated detection score of all children.
For example, in Fig. 5.3(bottom), si of Vc is the sum of the sofa and table scores.
Delete: This move removes an existing node Vi ∈ Gk to generate a new graph Gk+1.





Given input data x = (Os, Ol, Oo) with labels y = (C,H, VT ) per image, we have
two objectives during model training: i) learn the set of 3DGP models Π and ii) learn
the corresponding model weights θ. Since the model parameters and 3DGPs are
interdependent (e.g. the number of model parameters increases with the number of
GPs), we propose an iterative learning procedure. In the first round, a set of 3DGPs
is generated by a propose-and-match scheme. Given Π, the model parameters θ are
learned using a latent max-margin formulation. This formulation accommodates the
uncertainty in associating an image to a parse graph G similarly to Felzenszwalb et al.
(2010); Wang and Mori (2011); i.e. given a label y, the root node and terminal nodes
of G can be uniquely identified, but the 3DGP nodes in the middle are hidden.
Generating Π: This step learns a set of 3DGPs, Π, which captures object groups
that commonly appear in the training set in consistent 3D spatial configurations.
Given an image, we generate all possible 3DGPs from the ground truth annotations
{y}. The consistency of each 3DGP πk is evaluated by matching it with ground truth
object configurations in other training images. We say that a 3DGP is matched if
λ>k ϕk(V,Ch(V )) > th (see Sec. 5.3). A 3DGP model πk is added to Π if it is matched
more than K times. This scheme is both simple and effective. To avoid redundancy,
agglomerative clustering is performed over the proposed 3DGP candidates. Exploring
all of the training images results in an over-complete set Π that is passed to the
parameter learning step.
Learning θ and pruning Π: Given a set of 3DGPs Π, the model parameters are
learned by iterative latent completion and max-margin learning. In latent completion,
the most compatible parse graph G is found for an image with ground truth labels
y by finding compatible 3DGP nodes VI . This maximizes the energy over the latent
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variable (the 3DGP nodes), ĥi, given an image and label (xi, yi).
ĥi = argmax
h
EΠ,θ(xi, yi, h) (5.5)
After latent completion, the 3DGP models which are not matched with a sufficient
number (< 5) of training examples are removed, keeping the 3DGP set compact and
ensuring there are sufficient positive examples for max-margin learning. Given all
triplets of (xi, yi, ĥi), we use the cutting plane method (Desai et al. (2011)) to train











EΠ,θ(xi, y, h)− EΠ,θ(xi, yi, ĥi) ≤ ξi − δ(y, yi), ∀i, y (5.6)
where C is a hyper parameter in an SVM and ξi are slack variables. The loss contains
three components, δ(y, yi) = δs(C,Ci) + δl(H,Hi) + δd(VT , VT i). The scene classifi-
cation δs(C,Ci) and detection δd(VT , VT i) losses are defined using hinge loss. We use
the layout estimation loss proposed by Hedau et al. (2009) to model the layout esti-
mation loss δl(H,Hi). The process of generating Π and learning the associated model
parameters θ is repeated until convergence.
Using the learning set introduced in Sec. 5.5, the method discovers 163 3DGPs
after the initial generation of Π and retains 30 after agglomerative clustering. After 4
iterations of pruning and parameter learning, our method retains 10 3DGPs. Fig. 5.4
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Figure 5.4: Examples of learned 3DGPs. The object class (in color) and the position
and orientation of each object is shown. Note that our learning algorithm
learns spatially meaningful structures without supervision.
5.5 Experimental Results
Datasets: To validate our proposed method, we collected a new dataset that we
call the indoor-scene-object dataset, which we contribute to the community. The
indoor-scene-object dataset includes 963 images. Although there exist datasets for
layout estimation evaluation (Hedau et al. (2009)), object detection (Everingham et al.
(2010)) and scene classification (Quattoni and Torralba (2009)) in isolation, there is no
dataset on which we can evaluate all the three problems simultaneously. The indoor-
scene-object dataset includes three scene types: living room, bedroom, and dining
room, with ∼300 images per room type. Each image contains a variable number of
objects. We define 6 categories of objects that appear frequently in indoor scenes:
sofa, table, chair, bed, dining table and side table. In the following experiments, the
dataset is divided into a training set of 180 images per scene, and a test set of the
remaining images. Ground truth for the scene types, face layouts, object locations
and poses was manually annotated. We used C = 1 to train the system without
tuning this hyper parameter.
Scene Classifier: The SPM (Lazebnik et al. (2006)) is utilized as a baseline scene
classifier, trained via libSVM (Chang and Lin (2011)). The baseline scene classi-
fication accuracy is presented in Table 5.1. The score for each scene type is the
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observation feature for scene type in our model (φ(C,Os)). We also train two other
state-of-the art scene classifiers SDPM (Pandey and Lazebnik (2011)) and Object
bank (Li et al. (2010)) and report the accuracy in Table. 5.1.
Indoor layout estimation: The indoor layout estimator as trained in Hedau et al.
(2009) is used to generate layout hypotheses with confidence scores for Ol and the
associated feature φ(H,Ol). As a sanity check, we also tested our trained model on
the indoor UIUC dataset (Hedau et al. (2009)). Our model with 3DGPs increased
the original 78.8% pixel accuracy rate (Hedau et al. (2009)) to 80.4%. Pixel accuracy
is defined as the percentage of pixels on layout faces with correct labels.
To further analyze the layout estimation, we also evaluated per-face estimation
accuracy. The per-face accuracy is defined as the intersection-over-union of the esti-
mated and ground-truth faces. Results are reported in Table. 5.2.
Object detection: The baseline object detector (DPM (Felzenszwalb et al. (2010)))
was trained using the PASCAL dataset (Everingham et al. (2010)) and a new dataset
we call the furniture dataset containing 3939 images with 5426 objects. The bound-
ing box and azimuth angle (8 view points) of each object were hand labeled. The
accuracy of each baseline detector is presented in Fig. 5.5 and Table 5.3. The detec-
tion bounding boxes and associated confidence scores from the baseline detectors are
used to generate a discrete set of detection hypotheses Oo for our model. To measure
detection accuracy, we report the precision-recall curves and average precision (AP)
for each object type, with the standard intersection-union criteria for detections (Ev-
eringham et al. (2010)). The marginal detection score m(oi) of a detection hypothesis
Li et al. (2010) Pandey and Lazebnik (2011) Lazebnik et al. (2006) W/o 3DGP 3DGP
Acc. 76.9 % 86.5 % 80.5 % 85.5 % 87.7 %
Table 5.1: Scene classification results using state-of-the-art methods (left-two), the
baseline Lazebnik et al. (2006) (center) and our model variants (right-two).
Our model outperforms all the other methods.
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is obtained by using the log-odds ratio that can be approximated by the following
equation similarly to Desai et al. (2011).
m(oi) =
EΠ(Ĝ, I)− EΠ(Ĝ\oi , I), oi ∈ ĜEΠ(Ĝ+oi , I)− EΠ(Ĝ, I), oi /∈ Ĝ (5.7)
where Ĝ is the solution of our inference, Ĝ\oi is the graph without oi, and Ĝ+oi is the
graph augmented with oi. If there exists a parent 3DGP hypothesis for oi, we remove
the corresponding 3DGP as well when computing Ĝ\oi .
To better understand the effect of the 3DGP, we employ two different strategies
for building the augmented parse graph Ĝ+oi . The first scheme M1 builds Ĝ+oi by
adding oi as an object hypothesis. The second scheme M2 attempts to also add a
parent 3DGP into Ĝ+oi if 1) the other constituent objects in the 3DGP (other than
oi) already exist in Ĝ and 2) the score is higher than the first scheme (adding oi
as an individual object). The first scheme ignores possible 3DGPs when evaluating
object hypotheses that are not included in Ĝ due to low detection score, whereas the
second scheme also incorporates 3DGP contexts while measuring the confidence of
those object hypotheses.
Results: We ran experiments using the new indoor-scene-object dataset. To evaluate
the contribution of the 3DGP to the scene model, we compared three versions algo-
rithms: 1) the baseline methods, 2) our model without 3DGPs (including geometric
and semantic context features), and 3) the full model with 3DGPs. In both 2) and
Method Pix. Acc Floor Center Right Left Ceiling
Hedau et al. (2009) 81.4 % 73.4 % 68.4 % 71.0 % 71.9 % 56.2 %
W/O 3DGP 82.8 % 76.9 % 69.3 % 71.8 % 72.5 % 56.3 %
3DGP 82.6 % 77.3 % 69.3 % 71.5 % 72.4 % 55.8 %
Table 5.2: Layout accuracy obtained by the baseline (Hedau et al. (2009)), our model
without 3DGP and with 3DGP. Our model outperforms the baseline for
all classes.
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Figure 5.5: Precision-recall curves for DPMs (Felzenszwalb et al. (2010)) (red), our
model without 3DGP (green) and with 3DGP using M1 (black) and M2
(blue) marginalization. Average Precision (AP) of each method is re-
ported in Table.5.3.
3), our model was trained on the same data and with the same setup.
As seen in the Table 5.3, our model (without or with 3DGPs) improves the de-
tection accuracy significantly (2− 16%) for all object classes. We observe significant
improvement using our model without 3DGPs for all objects except tables. By using
3DGPs in the model, we further improve the detection results, especially for side
tables (+8% in AP). This improvement can be explained by noting that the 3DGP
consisting of a bed and side-table boosts the detection of side-tables, which tend to be
severely occluded by the bed itself (Fig. 5.4 (middle)). Fig. 5.7 provides qualitative
results. Notice that M2 marginalization provides higher recall rates in lower preci-
sion areas for tables and side tables than M1 marginalization. This shows that the
3DGP can transfer contextual information from strong object detection hypotheses
to weaker detection hypotheses.
The scene model (with or without 3DGPs) significantly improves scene classi-
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Figure 5.6: 2D and 3D (top-view) visualization of the results using our 3DGP model.
Camera view point is shown as an arrow. This figure is best shown in
color.
fication accuracy over the baseline (+7.2%) by encoding the semantic relationship
between scene type and objects (Table. 5.1). The results suggest that our contextual
cues play a key role in the ability to classify the scene. Our model also outperforms
state-of-the-art scene classifiers (Li et al. (2010); Pandey and Lazebnik (2011)) trained
on the same dataset.
Finally, we demonstrate that our model provides more accurate layout estimation
(Table. 5.2) by enforcing that all objects lie inside of the free space (see Fig. 5.7). We
observe that our model does equal or better than the baseline (Hedau et al. (2009)) in
94.1%(396/421) of all test images. Although the pixel label accuracy improvement is
marginal compared to the baseline method, it shows a significant improvement in the
Method Sofa Table Chair Bed D.Table S.Table
Felzenszwalb et al. (2010) 42.4 % 27.4 % 45.5 % 91.5 % 85.5 % 48.8 %
W/O 3DGP 44.1 % 26.8 % 49.4 % 94.7 % 87.8 % 57.6 %
3DGP-M1 52.9 % 37.0 % 52.5 % 94.5 % 86.7 % 64.5 %
3DGP-M2 52.9 % 38.9 % 52.6 % 94.6 % 86.7 % 65.4 %
Table 5.3: Average Precision of the DPM (Felzenszwalb et al. (2010)), our model
without 3DGP and with 3DGP. Our model significantly outperforms DPM
baseline in most of the object categories.
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floor estimation accuracy (Table. 5.2). We argue that the floor is the most important
layout component since its extent directly provides information about the free space
in the scene; the intersection lines between floor and walls uniquely specify the 3D































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In this chapter, we proposed a novel unified framework that can reason about the
semantic class of an indoor scene, its spatial layout, and the identity and layout of
objects within the space. We demonstrated that our proposed object 3D Geometric
Phrase is successful in identifying groups of objects that commonly co-occur in the
same 3D configuration. As a result of our unified framework, we showed that our
model is capable of improving the accuracy of each scene understanding component




In this thesis, I propose a number of novel algorithms for understanding complex
human behaviors from visual media. Unlike current approaches that focus on rec-
ognizing activities using individual attributes, my approach utilizes the interaction
among people to understand complex human behaviors. Firstly, in order to under-
stand the individual motion of each agent in uncontrolled environment, I propose a
novel model that is capable of identifying the camera motion and unknown number
of targets in a joint fashion. I show that the algorithm is capable of estimating the
motion of the camera as well as the targets’ motion in 3D space given challenging
video sequences, that are obtained by a moving camera. Secondly, a novel concept
of crowd context is proposed to encode the spatio-temporal relationship among peo-
ple. Collective activities of people are recognized using STL descriptor and RSTV
model based on the crowd context. Experimental evaluation suggests that under-
standing the crowd context is critical to accurately recognize collective activities.
Thirdly, I study the relationship among collectivity activities, interactions and activ-
ities performed by individuals in isolation. My study suggests that understanding all
of these in a unified framework can provide better recognition results than those in
isolated framework. Finally, I propose a novel algorithm that can learn interactions
between objects, objects and space, and objects and semantic scene type. The al-
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gorithm learns semantically meaningful set of 3D geometric phrases which, in turn,
help improve the geometric space estimation, semantic scene classification and object
detection. I believe that the model for learning the interactions can be extended to
encode interactions between people, person and space, and person and objects, which
are the key to understand complex human activities in images and videos.
6.1 Future Directions
In this section, I discuss a few possible extensions of the works introduced in this
thesis.
6.1.1 Parallelizing the RJ-MCMC Particle Filtering for Real-Time Ap-
plications
The current version of the multiple target tracking algorithm discussed in chap-
ter II requires about 100 ∼ 200ms to track people in one time frame. Although the
algorithm runs at near real time speed, it is desirable to further improve the efficiency
as practical systems typically require to process 15 ∼ 30 frames per second. Also,
notice that we could have drawn more samples in the MCMC procedure with the
same time budget, if we would have had a more efficient algorithm. This can poten-
tially generate trajectories with higher accuracy. I plan to extend our framework by
parallelizing the MCMC sampling procedure to achieve higher efficiency. As we have
typically 10 ∼ 20 people in the scene, if one process is assigned to each person to
estimate the trajectories in parallel, we can achieve theoretically 10 ∼ 20 speed up
in the overall tracking process. I plan to extend our framework for multiple target
tracking by investigating this idea to provide a real-time algorithm.
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6.1.2 Robust Tracking with Semi-batch Tracking Algorithm
Many of recent multiple target tracking algorithms based on tracking-by-detection
paradigm could be classified into two categories: 1) tracking by online filtering (Ess
et al. (2009); Choi et al. (2013b); Wojek et al. (2011)) or 2) tracking by data associ-
ation (Zhang et al. (2008); Pirsiavash et al. (2011)). The former methods (including
our work introduced in chapter II) focus on the estimation of targets’ states in each
time stamp t using the information given up to time t. On the contrary, the later
methods try to find the best association of all detections using the whole video in-
formation. These methods often show more robust detection and accurate tracking
in practice, as they are leveraging on long-term information, i.e., the algorithms can
identify pedestrians that are occluded by others by considering image frames before
and after the occlusion. However, these methods are not applicable to real-time ap-
plications, such as autonomous vehicle or robots, since they require to have the past
and the future information. We envision that a hybrid semi-batch tracking method,
which has short-term buffers of image stream, can substantially improve tracking and
detection accuracy, while maintaining the causality characteristic. I plan to explore
this direction in the future.
6.1.3 Activity Discovery
As another future direction, I would like to investigate the problem of discovering
complex human activities from unconstrained videos. The problem of activity dis-
covery can be defined as “localizing interesting semantic human activities in space
and time given a video sequence”. Instead of trying to associate a scene (video) or
individuals with a single activity label (activity classification), the activity discovery
aims to discover a set of spatio-temporal volumes wherein specific types of activities
appear.
In natural scenarios, there might be multiple different groups of people involved
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in different activities. Some people might be talking to each other, while the others
are walking around in the scene. Also, individuals can perform multiple activities
simultaneously; for example, talking while waiting in a queue, cooking while watching
TV, etc. The current methods based on the classification paradigm (employed in
chapters III and IV) cannot properly understand such scene as they assume that the
scene contains only one activity or that individuals can be associated with only one
activity class. One may be able to alleviate the problem by introducing combinatorial
activity classes, such as “talking-waiting” or “cooking-watching tv”, clinging to the
classification paradigm. However, such approach will require exponentially many
definitions of the activities (that would be extremely ambiguous to define) and huge
amount of training data to learn each combinatorial class ( that might be practically
infeasible to obtain).
Activity discovery, on the other hand, can naturally identify multiple simultaneous
activities in the scene or those of individuals by discovering multiple spatio-temporal
volumes that are associated with a few set of activity labels. I believe that discov-
ering multiple simultaneous activities will allow us to understand better the human
activities in visual media and that the algorithms discussed in this thesis will provide
an important theoretical foundation to the new direction.
6.1.4 Big Database Collection for Activity Recognition
Recently, computer vision enjoyed much improvement in various techniques such
as object detection (Dalal and Triggs (2005); Felzenszwalb et al. (2010); Leibe et al.
(2004)), scene classification (Fei-Fei and Perona (2005); Quattoni and Torralba (2009)),
and simple action recognition (Savarese et al. (2008); Liu et al. (2011a); Niebles et al.
(2008)), thanks to the advancement made in large dataset collection (Everingham
et al. (2010); Deng et al. (2009); Xiao et al. (2010)).
Although many large databases (Everingham et al. (2010); Deng et al. (2009); Xiao
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et al. (2010)) are proposed for visual recognition in images, there are only few and
small databases (Laptev and Lindeberg (2003); Liu et al. (2009)) collected for (simple
and complex) activity recognition in videos. Collecting large activity video datasets is
substantially harder than image object/scene databases since videos are much larger
in size (space issue) and activity classes are more ambiguous to be defined (class
ambiguity). Although it is challenging, having a good and sufficiently large dataset
is essential to the advancement in visual activity recognition. I plan to work on this







In this thesis, we model the interaction feature as a combination of three types of
relative motion features, ψl, ψp, and ψa. Each of the feature vector encodes relative
motion (distance and velocity), one’s location in another’s viewpoint, and co-occuring
atomic action. All of them are represented as a histogram so as to capture a non-
parametric statistics of interactions.
• ψl is a feature vector that captures the relative position of a pair of people. In
order to describe the motion of one respect to the other, ψl is represented as a his-
togram of velocity and location difference between the two within a temporal window
(t−4t, t+4t).
• ψp encodes a person’s location with respect to the other’s viewpoint. First, we
define the ith target centric coordinate system for each time t by translating the ori-



































































Figure A.1: Illustration of target centric coordinate and histogram ψp. Left-bottom
and Right-bottom illustrate typical example of facing-each-other and
approaching interaction. Given the location (circle) and pose (arrow) of
target Ai and Aj, each one’s location in terms of the other’s view point is
obtained as a discretized angle (numbers on the figure). The histograms
φp of each example (top) are built by counting number of co-occuring
discretized angle in a temporal window.
viewing direction (pose) of the target i. At each time stamp t in the temporal win-
dow, the angle of each target within the others’ coordinate system is computed and
discretized angle is obtained (see Fig.A.1) in order to describe the location of one
person in terms of the viewpoint of the other. Given each location bin, histogram
ψp is built by counting number of occurrence of the bin number pair to encode the
spatial relationship between two targets within a temporal window (t−4t, t+4t).
• ψa models co-occurrence statistics of atomic actions of the two targets within a
temporal window (t−4t, t+4t). It is represented as a |A|× (|A|+1)/2 dimensional
vector of (ai(t), aj(t)) histogram.
Note that the first two features ψl, ψp are dependent on the trajectories of the
two targets. Thus, change in association will result in a higher or lower value of an
interaction potential.
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A.2 Tracklet Association Details
A.2.1 Hypothesis Generations
For any pair of tracklets τi, τj that are not co-present at the same time-stamp (thus
can be linked), we generate K path hypotheses to associate the two tracklets into a
unique track. Such hypotheses are obtained by finding K-shortest paths between the
two tracklets in a detection graph (Fig.A.2). The graph is built by connecting the
residual detections between the two tracklets.
To illustrate, consider the example shown in Fig.A.2. Beginning from the last
frame (shown as t − 1) of preceding tracklet τi, we find the residual detections at t
that have sufficient amount of overlap with the bounding box of τi at t− 1. We add
these detections as a pair of nodes (shown as square nodes in Fig.A.2) and a cost
edge (link the two nodes) into the graph. These nodes are linked to the previous
frame’s tracklet by a directed edge. Subsequently, we add detections in time stamp
t+1, by calculating the overlap between the added detection in time t and all residual
detections in time t + 1. We add detection nodes in all time stamps between τi and
τj iteratively and finish the graph building process by considering the connectivity
between τj and detections at t + 2. The detections in t + 2 that do not overlap
sufficiently with the bounding box of τj at the first frame are discarded.
As noted in the graph, there are exponential (and redundant) number of possible
paths that link the two tracklets, which require extensive amount of computation.
Especially, if we consider to take the interaction potential into account for tracklet
association, it is required to compute an interaction feature for each possible path of
target. This can result in infeasible amount of computation in target association. To
avoid this issue, we use K-shortest path search method (Yen) that generate a concise
set of path hypothesis to link the two tracklets (Fig.A.2). In practice, we consider













Figure A.2: Illustration of path hypothesis generation given detection residuals. Left:
the graph is composed of detections in the temporal gap between τi and
τj. Each detection is represent as a pair of square nodes that are linked by
a detection response edge. The cost d associated with the edge encodes
the detection confidence value. The detections in time t + 1 that has
enough overlap with the detections in time t are added to the graph.
Right: given the detection residual graph above, we can obtain a concise
set of path proposals using K-shortest path search method. Note that
there can be exponential number of possible path in the first graph.
features such as color similarity, motion smoothness, if desired. To avoid having no
proposal when there are missing detections, we add one default hypothesis that link
two tracklets in a shortest distance.
A.2.2 Match Features
As discussed in the Chap.IV, each path pkij is associated to a cost value c
k
ij that
measures the likelihood that the two tracklets τi, τj belong to the same target. We
model this cost value as a linear weighted some of multiple match features: color





where wm is a model weight and dk(τi, τj) represent the vector representation of all
the features. Each of the features is obtained by following: i) color difference is
obtained by the Bhattacharyya distance between color histograms of τi and τj, ii)
height difference is encoded by computing the difference between average height of
τi and τj, iii) motion difference is computed by absolute difference in the velocity of
τi and τj, and iv) accumulated detector confidence is calculated by summing up the
detection confidence in the path pkij.
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Given the match features, we obtain the cost of each path proposal by Eq.A.1. In
the case of target initiation and termination, we use the cost value cen, cex to model
the cost of initiating and terminating a target.
A.3 Branch-and-Bound Method for Tracklet Association with
Interaction Potential
The target association problem with the interaction potential can be written as:
f̂ = argmin
f
cTf −Ψ(I, A, T (f)) (A.2)
s.t. fen,i, fi,ex, f
k












where the constraints are summarized as: 1) binary flow constraints (the flow variable
should be 0 or 1 integer value specifying that a path is valid or not) and 2) inflow-
outflow constraints (the amount of flow coming into a tracklet should be the same as
the amount of flow going out of it and the amount is either 0 or 1). The c vector is
a cost vector that measures the likelihood of linking two tracklets ckij or the cost to
initiate/terminate a target cen, cex and the second term encodes interaction potential
which is dependent on the trajectories derived from tracklet association.
A.3.1 The Non-Convex Quadratic Objective Function
Though the match likelihood is represented as a linear function, the interaction
potential involves quadratic relationship between flow variables. As discussed in the
Chap.IV, the interaction potential Ψ(I, A, T (f)) is composed of a sum of interaction
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potentials each of which is associated to a single interaction variable.
Ψ(I, A, T ) =
∑
i,j
Ψ(Ai, Aj, Iij, T ) (A.3)





waai · ψ(Ai, Aj, T, t;4t) I(a, Iij) (A.4)
Since the feature function ψ is dependent on, at most two, flow variables, the overall
objective function can be represented as a quadratic function.
Before moving into detailed description, we define the head and tail path of a
tracklet τi as the path through which the flow comes into τi and the path through
which the flow goes out from τi, respectively. The head path of τi can be among the
entering path fen,i and the path connecting from any other tracklet τl, f
k
li. Similarly,
the tail path of τi can be among the exiting path fex,i and the path connecting to
any other tracklet τm, f
k
im. A tracklet τi is called intact in a certain temporal support
t ∈ (t1, t2), if the trajectory of the target is fully covered by the tracklet within
the temporal support (i.e, the tracklet is not fragmentized within the time gap).
Otherwise, it is called fragmentized in a certain temporal support t ∈ (t1, t2).
In order to calculate the interaction between two targets i and j at certain
time stamp t, we need to specify the trajectory of Ai and Aj in all time stamps
t ∈ (t − 4t, t + 4t) (the temporal support of an interaction, Sec.A.1), which can
involve selecting at most two flow variables in our flow network.1 If the both tracklets
are intact within the temporal support of I tij, the interaction potential does not get
affected by tracklet association (we need to specify no flow variable to compute the
interaction feature and thus it can be ignored). If only one of the tracklets is frag-
mentized and the other is intact, we need to specify only one head or tail path of the
1To be complete, it can involve upto four selections of path proposal to fully specify the trajec-
tories of Ai and Aj : head of Ai, tail of Ai, head of Aj and tail of Aj if the two tracklets are both
fragmentized in both direction within the temporal support of an interaction. However, we ignore
such cases since i) it rarely happens, ii) it make the algorithm to be over-complicated and iii) if the

















Figure A.3: Consider the case shown in the figure. In order to compute the interaction
potential associated with I tij, we need to specify the tail paths of both
tracklet τi and τj since they are fragmentized in the temporal support of
I tij (shown as a dotted box).
fragmentized tracklet. On the other hand, if the both τi and τj are fragmentized in
the temporal support, we need to specify two flow variables to obtain the associated
interaction feature (head or tail of τi and head or tail of τj) (see Fig.A.3 for more
details).
Since the objective function can be specified as a sum of quadratic and linear
functions of flow variable f , the problem can be re-written as follows:
f̂ = argmin
f
cTf −Ψ(I, A, T (f))
= argmin
f
cTf + cTI f + f
THIf (A.5)
s.t. f ∈ S
S represent the feasible set for f that satisfies the constraints discussed in previous
section, the linear part of interaction potential cI can be obtained by accumulating the
interaction potentials that involve only one selection of path (one of the two tracklets
τi, τj is intact within the temporal support), and HI can be obtained by accumulating
all interaction potentials that involve two selections of flow variables (both of τi, τj
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are fragmentized in the temporal support of the given interaction variable as in the
example of Fig.A.3). Note that HI is not positive semi-definite (thus non-convex)
and standard quadratic programming techniques are not applicable.
A.3.2 Branch-and-Bound
Since the objective function is non-convex, we employ a novel Branch-and-Bound
algorithm to solve the complicated tracklet association problem. The Branch-and-
Bound (BB) algorithm we describe here find the global minimum of the objective
function over the space S. Starting from the initial subproblem Q = S, we split
the space into two subspaces Q0,Q1 by setting 0 and 1 to a certain flow variable fi
(ignoring/selecting a path). Given each subproblem (where some of flow variables
are already set either 0 or 1), we find the lower bound and upper bound (of optimal
solution) in the subproblem, L(Q) and U(Q). If the difference between L and U is
smaller than a specified precision ε and U(S) is smaller than the lower bound of any
other subspace, we stop the iteration and yield the global solution. Otherwise, the
algorithm iterate the steps of 1) selecting a subproblem, 2) splitting the subproblem,
and 3) finding the lower and upper bound in the subproblem. This is summarized in
Algorithm.4.
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while Uk − Lk > ε, k++ < maxIter do
Select a subproblem Q ∈ Lk for which L(Q) = Lk.
Split Q into Q0 and Q1
Form Lk+1 from Lk by removing Q and adding Q0 and Q1
Lk+1 = minQ∈Lk+1 L(Q)
Uk+1 = minQ∈Lk+1 U(Q)
end while
In following sections, we discuss about how we compute the lower and upper
bound of a subproblem Q (Sec.A.3.3) and which variable is to be split to provide
subproblems Q0 and Q1 (Sec.A.3.4).
A.3.3 Lower Bound
In this section, we discuss about the lower bound function that we optimize over
in each iteration of our BB algorithm. To make it efficient to solve, we find a linear
lower bound function:
L(f) = (c+ cI + l)
Tf ≤ (c+ cI)Tf + fTHIf, f ∈ Q (A.6)
Since the whole interaction potential is represented as a sum of interaction potentials
associated with a single interaction variable, it suffices to show that the lTf is less than
or equal to fTHf within one interaction potential (associated to a single interaction
variable Ikij). Thus, we decompose the whole Hessian H into summation of Hi and
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show that there exists li which is a linear vector that yields a lower bound of f
THif ,
where i denotes an index that enumerates all interaction variables Ikij. It is trivial
to show that lTf ≤ fTHf , if lTi f ≤ fTHif , ∀i where l =
∑
i li and H =
∑
iHi.
The matrix Hi can be obtained by computing the corresponding interaction potential
Ψ(Ai, Aj, I
t
ij, T (f)) given each possible configuration of path flows, e.g. selecting the
two solid paths shown in the Fig.A.3.





ij, T (f)) where fa = fb = 1 (A.7)
To obtain the lower bound of fTHif , we note on the two characteristics of our
problem: i) the variables are binary and ii) there must be one and only one inflow
and outflow for each tracklet τi. These two facts can be easily derived from the basic
constraints of the problem (S). Given these, we notice that always two elements in Hi
are selected with symmetry (shown as red box in Fig.A.4) and the values are added
to produce fTHif = Hi(a, b) +Hi(b, a) where a and b are the indices of the selected
variables in f . Thus, it is easy to show that,
min
k
Hi(a, k) + min
k
Hi(b, k) ≤ Hi(a, b) +Hi(b, a) (A.8)




see Fig.A.4 for illustration. The overall lower bound function is obtained by summing
up all lower bounds associated to each interaction variable. l =
∑
i li.
Given the lower bound vector l, the lower bound of Q is obtained by applying
binary integer programming on the lower bound with the given constraints of Q,
f̄ = argminf (c+cI + l)
Tf, s.t. f ∈ Q. The upper bound is set to be infinite if there is
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H (a, b) + H (b, a) >= l (a) + l (b)i i i i
Figure A.4: Illustration of lower bound L computation for the interaction variable
corresponding to Fig.A.3. Each element of the Hessian Hi is obtained by
computing the corresponding interaction potential Ψ(Ai, Aj, I
t
ij, T ) given
the flow configuration. A linear lower bound lTf is derived from fTHf by
taking the minimum of each row in the hessian H matrix. Note that only
one configuration can be selected in the matrix H with symmetry since no
two flow coming out from one tracklet τi or τj can be set simultaneously.
The example shows the case when solid edges in Fig.A.3 are selected.
no feasible solution, or set to be the value of original objective function if the solution
f̄ we obtained is feasible.
A.3.4 Split Variable Selection
Though the presented lower bound can generate quite tight lower bound in our
problem, not all the variables in f have the same “tightness”. Setting some variable
one or zero will have more uncertainties in the difference between the lower bound and
actual objective function, and some will generate smaller differences. To efficiently
split the space and find the solution, we choose the variable to be selected based on
the selecting ‘most ambiguous’ variable first strategy.
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Notice that we take the maximum of a given row in contrast to the minimum in lower
bound case (Eq.A.9). Similar to the lower bound vector case, we can obtain full upper
bound vector u by accumulating over different interaction variables. It is trivial to
show that :
lTf ≤ fTHf ≤ uTf (A.11)
Notice that if the value of l(a) is the same as u(a), the value added up in the
final objective function by selecting a flow variable a does not make any difference
among the above three functions (less ambiguous). However, if the difference between
l(a) and u(a) is large, it means that the variable is more ambiguous. Therefore, we





B.1 Complete Set of Learned GPs Π
Fig. B.1 shows the 10 GPs Π learned by the proposed training method. As shown
in the figure, the training method learns GPs that appear frequently in realistic
indoor scenes. Notice that training method can learn GPs with arbitrary numbers of
constituent objects and that the cardinality of a GP is not predefined.
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Figure B.1: The complete set of learned GP models Π generated by our learning al-
gorithm. Notice that all the learned GPs embed spatially meaningful
configurations of objects. A GP hypothesis can have arbitrary orienta-
tion.
B.2 Example results
In Fig. B.2, we present additional examples of results. The left columns show the
output of the baseline layout estimator (Hedau et al. (2009)). The middle columns
show the result of our system projected into the 2D image. The right columns show
the results of our system in 3D, from a top-down view. These example results suggest
that our method is capable of producing spatially consistent interpretation of indoor
scenes, in which the configurations of objects, layout and scene type are compatible.
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Figure B.2: Example results obtained by the baseline layout estimator (Hedau et al.
(2009)), ours overlaid on the image and ours shown in 3D space (top-
view). The camera viewpoint is shown as blue arrows.
B.3 Robust 3D Object Localization via a Common Ground
Plane Assumption
We estimate the 3D extent of the room space by using the method introduced in
Rother (2002); Hedau et al. (2010). Given an image, one can find three (mutually






Figure B.3: Given the camera parameters K,R and a layout hypothesis li (shown as
a lines on the image), the 3D room representation can be obtained by
finding the cubes that are intersecting with the 3D rays at its corners
(corner rays). Corner rays can be obtained by identifying the rays that
intersect both the camera aperture and the layout corners (shown as black
crosses) in the image plane. Due to scale ambiguity, there exist infinitely
many cubes that are consistent with a layout hypothesis. We identify
the unique cube by applying the common ground plane assumption (see
text).
intersecting. From this, we can estimate the intrinsic camera parameters and camera
rotation with respect to the room space (K,R) using the vanishing points (Rother
(2002)). Given the pair of camera parameters K,R and a layout hypothesis li, we
obtain the corresponding 3D cubic room representation by finding a 3D cuboid that
is consistent with the hypothesis li (Fig. B.3). Such a 3D cuboid can be estimated
upto scale due to scale ambiguity as shown in the Fig. B.3.
Given a 2D bounding detection o and associated pose p, we localize the object in
3D space as a 3D cuboid O by the following optimization,
Ô = argmin
O
||o− P (O, p,K,R)||22 (B.1)
where P (·) is a camera projection function that projects the 3D cuboid O and
generates a fitted bounding box in the image plane. We measure the fitness of a
projected bounding box by evaluating the euclidean distance between o and P (O).






















Figure B.4: 3D interpretation of the room and objects given the layout and object
hypotheses. The left image shows an example of an image with wall face
layouts and object hypotheses (bounding box and reprojected polygon)
in the image plane. The right two images show the estimated room space
(blue arrow for the camera, red-dotted lines for edges and cyan plane
for the ground floor) and object cuboids (magenta colored boxes) in 3D
space (top: with rigid 3D model and bottom: with flexible 3D - common
ground model). As shown in the figure, the rigid 3D model assumption
introduces huge error in 3D localization (table is located below and at
the simlar distance as a sofa), yet the common grounded model enables
the system to obtain a better 3D estimation.
In practice, an individually estimated 3D cuboid model Ô may be inaccurate due
to noisy detection output and intra-class variation in the size of objects as shown
in Fig. B.4. Also, in order to estimate the absolute scale of the 3D room space, we
need to first find the camera height hc. In order to tackle these issues, we introduce a
flexible model that allows each object to have a small variation in its size and assumes
a shared ground plane (Hoiem et al. (2008)). Each object class is assumed to have
a cuboid model with given mean dimensions and one degree of variance in the scale
α. Given a set of object hypotheses with an associated 3D cuboid Oi, we can obtain










2, s.t. ∀αi > 0 (B.2)
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where miny(·) gives the minimum y value of a 3D cuboid (bottom of the cuboid). The
objective function penalizes i) having any objects floating or submerged into the floor
and ii) objects deformed too much from the mean 3D model. For any configuration of
positive object hypotheses, we run this optimization to obtain the 3D configuration
of the image as shown in the Fig. B.4 right bottom. We use C = 0.1 in practice.
B.4 Loss Definition
Given a ground truth label yi = (C,H, VT ) and an estimated label y of an image
i, we define the loss function δ(y, yi) as a combination of three components: i) object
detection loss δd(VT , VT i), ii) scene classification loss δs(C,Ci) and iii) layout estima-
tion loss δl(H,Hi). Here, VT represents all positive sets of detection hypotheses in y,
H is the selected layout hypothesis in y and C is the scene type of y.
The detection loss is represented as a sum of individual detection losses. Con-
sidering the whole set of detection hypotheses VT , the detection loss is defined as
follows:
δd(VT , VT i) =
∑
V ∈VT
I(V ∈ VT )lfp(V, VTi)
+I(V /∈ VT )lfn(V, VT i) (B.3)
The false positive loss lfp(V, VT i) is set to 1 if V does not overlap with any ground
truth object with an overlap ratio Everingham et al. (2010) larger than 0.5. On the
other hand, the false negative loss lfn(V, VT i) is set to 1 if V does overlap with any
ground truth object in VT i with an overlap ratio larger than 0.5.
We incorporate the hinge loss (LeCun et al. (2006)) as a classification loss.
δs(C,Ci) = I(C 6= Ci) (B.4)
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Finally, the layout loss is defined similarly to the one proposed by Hedau et al.
(2009).











where Hk is the k
th face of a layout hypothesis H, e.g. floor, left wall, or ceiling.
d(Hk, Hki) = 1 if one of the two is visible and the other is not. d(Hk, Hki) = 0 if both
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